Variable Pig
The Visayan Warty Pig Issue

The “2020 Drink” issue, featuring the 185th issue of “Polar Pig,
the 54th issue of on-the-shelf vol. XVI, “The Celestial Steam
Locomotive” 7, and Here Be Dragons 40.
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POLAR PIG 185
Happy New Year and welcome to another issue of Variable Pig, the first of 2021. This has probably been the
slowest issue since 2019, although four weeks is still pretty reasonable. However, there are unfortunately, some
very good reasons for this.
My Mum died on December 27th. She had been diagnosed with inoperable cancer late last year, following three
years remission after a successful course of radiotherapy. However, for most of this year, she had been
managing well and was cared for by my father. I usually call my parents twice a month and last spoke with Mum
in September. However, I could often hear her in the background when talking with my Dad. At the end of
November, they both mentioned that Mum had an attack of confusion, but this had passed. However, Dad
called me again around December 17 to say that Mum had another bout of confusion in the night and that he
had taken her to see the Doctor. The Doctor noted that Mum was very weak and arranged for her to go to
hospital. Dad drove her to the hospital where he had to leave her, as visitors were not allowed due to the Covid
restrictions. This was the last time my Dad saw Mum conscious.
The next few days passed by with little news, although Dad and my brother called the hospital daily. We know
she was treated with intravenous anti-biotics and later learned she had a scan for the cancer. I had the
impression that the treatment might be working, and Mum might be allowed home after the weekend, but then
Dad phoned on Sunday evening (early hours in UK) to say Mum had fallen in hospital and there was no more
hope. Jacqueline and I managed to fly to England the next day where we rented apartment in Ipswich where we
could self-isolate.
It wasn’t easy to understand the rules for visiting the UK, in combination with the Tier rules covering Essex;
neither was filling in the required visitors forms on the phone at the airport. We understood that compassionate
visits were allowed so we were able to visit Mum (visits to patients in palliative care was allowed), so we were
able to visit Mum in hospital in Colchester. We also visited Dad back in Harwich, although we stayed outside in
his summer house. The rest of the time we stayed in the apartment ordering food via Deliveroo.
This continued for a few days, visiting Mum and Dad each day. We had Christmas dinner of quiche with sprouts
with my Dad and brother David, freezing in the summer house. On December 27th, we left Mum and the
hospital at about 4.15 and got back to Ipswich around 5.00. My brother called shortly after we arrived with the
news that she had died. Dad called soon after. We drove back to Harwich to take Dad to the hospital and later
bring him home.
The following days were a blur. David came down the next day and we collected Mum’s things from the hospital
and spent most of the day with Dad. We decided that we no longer needed to shelter in the summer house,
having helped Dad the day before. We also had to arrange getting tested for Covid-19 in order to return home,
as the US changed the requirements for UK visitors on Boxing Day. This was harder to arrange than expected,
as we could not make a booking through the NHS and many facilities were closed for the holidays. We
eventually found a place that could do the tests near Heathrow and were tested negative on the 29 th, allowing
us to return home on New Year’s Day. Dad and I also visited a funeral planner, but as Mum died after an
accident in hospital, we have not been able to plan a funeral yet. We returned to the US on New Year’s Day.
Mum was born in Parkeston, near Harwich, the second eldest of nine children. She was the first in her family to
go to University, studying mathematics at the University of Reading. She later taught mathematics. She met my
father in London through mutual school friends and married in December 1961. They first lived in Putney before
moving to the Hague with my father’s job in winter 1962 while Mum was pregnant with me. We returned to
England in 1966 to live in Frimley, where I have some my earliest memories. Mum and Dad moved again to
California for a year, before returning to England and eventually settling in Farnham and adopting my brother. In
1980, Dad took a 2.5-year assignment to the Philippines and Mum and David went with him, but Mum and
David came back in the summer and Mum stayed to look after two teenage boys until we left school.
Mum and Dad loved camping. I remember holidays traveling through Europe and the Western US from camp
site to camp site. They also explored Eastern Europe together while I was looked after by my Aunt and also
parts of the Western States when I went to summer camp. Mum also took David and I to the seaside (Worthing,
Brighton) during the holidays when Dad was working. We even took a couple of holidays in the Algarve.
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They had a great time in Asia, exploring a lot of the Philippines and parts of Asia. Dad’s assignment extended
to 17.5 years until his retirement when they returned to Farnham. They returned to Harwich in 2005 where
many of Mum’s brothers still lived, they took many coach and rail excursions and took great advantage of their
bus passes to enjoy local restaurants. The picture below is the last picture I took with my Mum, during our
annual reunion at Lucca in Manningtree.

There isn’t too much else to report. We returned to the US on New Year’s Day and two weeks of self-isolation.
Thomas and one of Jacqueline’s friends had helped to look after the house and cats. They also had the bonus
of trying the empty the basement which flooded when our sump pump failed during the Christmas Eve storm.
Thomas battled valiantly to empty it with a shop vac, but it required a sump pump repair (and later replacement)
to empty the water. Hannah very kindly went shopping for us before our return and also cooked a number of
nice dinners for us, so we were able to stay isolated the full time. Our only excursion was a curb-side grocery
pickup.
Since then, life has almost returned to normal. Last Thursday was my first evening back at the homeless shelter
and I was surprised at how quickly guest numbers have grown since December. Sadly, due to Covid
restrictions, we can only interact with the guests behind a screen to serve dinner. However, it’s still good to see
our regular guests and we have a good time in the kitchen. The Farmer’s markets are still open, despite the
cold, and it’s been nice to see some new vendors at both Emmaus and Easton. Tuesday night bowling has
restarted, and I had my first 200+ game this week. Work has also been busy as I have a new technician and
some exciting new projects starting.
Finally, a note about this issue’s front cover. Some of the ex-Warwick crowd may remember this from Mike’s
21st birthday or end of finals night – I forget which. Tim and I decided to play a prank and smuggled some dry
ice from the chemistry department and some blue food dye to the event and waited for the appropriate moment
to sabotage the remains of his pint. The effect was quite spectacular. Mike even tried to take the pint back,
claiming it was off! The first issue of 2020 featured two champagne glasses toasting the new year – I think a
sabotaged pint would have been a better metaphor.
With that, I wish you all a happy and healthy New Year and hope that it is a big improvement on 2020.

*****
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Letters
John Hopkins
Love and a Safe Season to you all,
Michael Pargman
I hope that you got a pleasant Christmas, and that New Year will bring us a better year.
Judy Ferguson
Hope you are keeping well and Covid -free. Merry Christmas!
Mike Townsend
Happy New Year and hopefully the end of Covid-19 at some point in 2021.
Allan Stagg
It just remains for me to wish you, Jacqueline and all the family best wishes for the
holiday season, and the hope that 2021 proves to be a better year than 2020 has been - for you and for the
world.

I hope you all managed to have a good Christmas and wish you all the best for 2021.
Murray Egan
With that I'll close James, give your fam a hug, and prayers for a more normal 2021.
Kev Lee
Hope you and your family have a good Christmas and let’s hope for a better 2021 and
that the vaccines will ensure that life returns back to normal soon.

I really hope so.
Bob Pitman
Have a good one Jim and family and all the Piggers, 2020 has been harsh on every
score that matters, I hope you all get success and stay healthy for 2021 and aren’t we a lucky species to have
such scientists working for us! Wonder what will happen to the anti-vaxxers and the anti-maskers in the next
year... I can’t help feeling that, on the Covid score, there will be a societal price to pay for voluntarily leaving
COVID-19 with a pool to mutate in (in the West and far East anyway). Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.

I think it will take some time before there can be an objective analysis about the events of 2020,
although it won’t stop people trying sooner.
John Marsden

Love your Christmas deadline.

It was memorable for most. The intent was to get the orders in over the holidays for a quick turnround.
Mike Townsend
I hope that 1 day late is not too much of a problem for you (I could not imagine you
GMing games whilst eating the turkey?

I was hoping that GMing might keep me awake after.
Brendan Whyte
Sorry for delay. VP arrived after 19 Dec when I left for Victoria. Only got back on
Thursday night, and picked up mail on yesterday (Friday).

No problem – I will look forward to reading about your adventures in the next Damn The
Consequences.
Jon Carter
Happy new year to you too. Although to be honest every day feels like the previous
one. The festive season slipped by almost unnoticed, apart from shutting down the work computer for 18 days.

Shutting off the work computer for 18 days sounds good.
Natalie Amery
Richard has reminded me that the deadline was Christmas Day (not New Year’s Day
as I’ve put in my new to do app) and apparently I never got your reminder email on Christmas Eve.

No worry about the timing although I’m not sure why you didn’t get the “Deadline Eve” reminder.
Roger Trethewey
You've got your work cut out with this lot but stop for Christmas and have a happy one
with family if you are in the appropriate tier group to allow that.

No tier groups in Pennsylvania, but we decided that we would not have a family Christmas this year.
Allan Stagg
Our Christmas will be very different this year - no journeys to my brother-in-law's on
Christmas Day, or on to my Mother's for the evening and a Boxing Day meal. Like a lot of the country, we are in
Tier 2, which is not as restrictive as Manchester or Newcastle, but not as Cornwall, the Isle of Wight, or the
Scilly Isles. So, Christmas at home - the first time we have done that for years. (The last Christmas at home
was due to Julie having the flu - I didn't quite manage to ruin the turkey, but it was close).

We’re also expecting to have a very quiet Christmas without the children. Pennsylvania is increasing
its restrictions again, but the numbers are getting so bad, we don’t want to take the risk. It’s very sad
and frustrating, but the situation in the US is getting really bad and hospital capacity is becoming a
concern.
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Andy York
Not much to add to the above that’s been updated. Quiet holiday and even was able to
get a walk in (it was in the upper 60s). Had a baked ham slice, cornbread dressing and roasted asparagus for
my Christmas meal. Quite tasty! Now, only a few days until 2021 – it has to be a better year than this one,
doesn’t it?

Glad you had a good Christmas and wishing you all the best for a better 2021.
David Cowie
Making a plum pudding on "Townsends", a US channel about 18th century cooking.
https://youtu.be/Q4o1wYwkv9g

Quite a resemblance – I wonder if they are distantly related?
Murray Egan
Emma will be coming home next week for Christmas and be here till the 30th when she
will fly back to Denver. She continues to enjoy her work, albeit working remotely.

Great to hear that you will see Emma for the holidays. We’re not expecting to see Thomas and
Hannah, except from a safe distance when we deliver their presents. It’s a very weird and sad holiday
season.
Steve Ham
entrenching again.

I'm not sure what the rules are regarding family gatherings over there but here we're

I hope you had a good Christmas despite the increasing restrictions. The rules definitely tightened in
Pennsylvania, but we had already decided to cancel our family gathering. The pandemic has been
growing too quickly for Jacqueline and I to feel comfortable about hosting everyone for a Christmas
dinner.
Murray Egan
For myself, it has been an odd Christmas cycle with no f2f choir rehearsals, rather,
recording videos and then sending them to our choir director for editing/merging with the others. I miss it. Sue
is in the same boat, although they have managed a couple of f2f rehearsals for the bell choir, but mostly it is athome recordings.

Jacqueline has been out carol singing to homebound parishioners today but has not sang with the
choir since March. We did go to Church on Friday to read some lessons for the 9 Lessons and Carols
service, that they were filming. Sadly, we couldn’t stay for the carols, but they sounded great on the
recording.
Mike Townsend
I all went a bit Pete tong in Blighty with the PM backing off from the Christmas Covid
holiday (he didn't seem to work out that Covid doesn't do holidays and instead decided to make a rampant
mutant version of itself). As a result, we ended up with just the 4 of us. Nice day but felt a bit strange when you
are used to a bit more of a gathering (not that it has been huge of late). Leftover turkey now looks like it's on the
menu for quite some time!
Carolyn Townsend
I hope you are well. It was just the 4 of us for Christmas day but we did go for a
socially distanced walk with Stuart.

I’m glad you had a good Christmas and the socially distanced walk with Stuart sounds great.
Carolyn Townsend
I saw my dad on Boxing Day with Rachel who deems herself safe from Covid for
another 2 months as she had it in October and has antibodies for the next 4-6 months.

I hadn’t realized that Rachel had been infected. I hope that she was asymptomatic and has fully
recovered. It’s also good that you were able to visit your Dad safely.
Carolyn Townsend
Rachel was ok with COVID-19 but some of her friends had far more symptoms.
Basically 95% of her hall of residence were ill with COVID-19 so she was not alone. She now feels invincible for
the next few months as she shouldn't get it again for 3months at least.

Good to hear that Rachel was OK – it must have been a bit worrying with so many people infected in
the Halls. We had our Covid tests today, down near Heathrow Terminal 5 – it wasn’t cheap. We
should get the results tomorrow.
Andy York
Thanks, all is well here. Cold weather arrives this week, first freeze likely Tuesday
morning.
Murray Egan
I was wondering earlier this week if you received any of the 'Nor’easter' blast that
pummelled New York to Maine...looked like a lot of snow. Weather wise we have had a Very mild winter so far,
and I only recently stopped riding my bike in the mornings (at 25F, everything starts getting a bit cold).
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We got about 10 inches of snow on Wednesday night. It started snowing around 2pm but didn’t get
heavy until the night. Of course, we had forgotten to get our snow blower serviced after no snow last
year (our last snow was February 2019) and wouldn’t start, so I had a wonderful Thursday shovelling
the drive clear. It’s also been pretty cold – we got down to 7F on Thursday night.
Murray Egan
Thanks for the update Jim! Sounds like your snowblower gave you a head start on the
'Get fit in 2021' campaign!

That’s one way to describe it. The hopefully repaired snowblower will be returned this weekend,
ahead of the next storm.
Mike Townsend
Glad to hear that Jacqueline is recovering well and you have not had any further
problems.
Andy York
Glad the string of medical mishaps has been broken, hopefully for a long time. May the
remaining recovery efforts from previous events finish swiftly and quickly.

So far, so good.
Murray Egan
Was glad to read that Jacqueline is driving again!! Hopefully, she was able to find a
fabric shop somewhere to go celebrate ;-)

It didn’t take her long.
Bob Pitman
One very big plus (and I touch wood whenever write or say it), my long COVID-19, that
was leaving me gasping for breath after 400m running and sometimes just going up the stairs, seems to have
broken. Started a run-in mid-November, had a comparatively mild gasp at about 400-500m and then it suddenly
turned into a fairly fast 5k. Whether it was the constant efforts to push my lungs since April/May or whether it
was just the disease ran its course and body just kicked it out, or whether it was the flu jab from 2 weeks before
I don’t care! Its seemingly gone and I have had a 3-week period when I have really been enjoying my runs
again, been going out at every opportunity and just revelling in not having lungs and windpipe feeling like
someone is pouring petrol down and setting it aflame for the majority of even “good2 runs since May. Christmas
prep and the weather has got in the way for the last few weeks and in the back of my mind is a voice that is
worried that by not stretching the lungs I might be opening the door a crack to a return of the long COVID-19.
We’ll see when I next get out (soon!).

Glad to hear that your long Covid seems to have finally passed. That must be a great relief. I hope
that this has finally happened and that you can continue to enjoy your runs.
Michael Pargman
I had my body scan and from that they saw something on my back and called me for a
physical check. It got me anxious at first, but then I tried to put my mind to rest by arguing with myself that there
is no reason to think about things I know nothing about and that are out of my control. After a very quick visit to
my doctor, I was sent for a follow-up check with ultrasound where they took two samples. After another week or
so I got the results from the samples that they were benign, so it was just a scare.

Good to hear that your scan eventually proved OK. I’m sure it was worrying at the time.
Carolyn Townsend
It is good to seem Jacqueline is on the mend and operating the sewing machine pedal
/clutch – I wonder which she found the most satisfying. Keep well and love to the family. Are wedding plans
still happening?

Hannah and Tyler are still doing well but making definite wedding plans is practically impossible
now. We hope that we can arrange something in 2022.
Mike Townsend
At least we got some good news today with the Oxford AstraZeneca vaccine being
approved (I'm not sure that I can regard approving the EU-UK trade deal in Parliament good news - just the
latest instalment of an ongoing saga). I think we will also get tougher restrictions in England announced
today. The optimist on me says that things might feel a bit more normal by Easter, the realist thinks the
Summer and best not to ask the pessimist!

Good news about the Oxford vaccine. I’m not sure if it has been approved yet here. Our vaccinations
will be organized by one of the local hospital networks, but I have no idea about timing. Like you, I
think things might start to improve by Easter.
Allan Stagg
It is good to hear that your and Jacqueline's medical issues are improving - I hope that
this continues. I have had my flu jab for the winter and expect to have the Covid jab early next year, depending
on how efficiently it is rolled out. We have 10 or 12 tiers of priority for the roll-out, and I appear to be in Tier 5.
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Good luck with the Covid jab. I’d be interested to hear your experience. My parents are also hoping to
get the vaccine early next year. I’m not sure when Jacqueline and I will get vaccinated, but I’m hoping
it will be before June.
Carolyn Townsend
At least the Vaccine is being rolled out but as I am in group 9 I don’t think this will be for
a while yet – Mike is group 8 since he is older than me. Do you have an eta on your vaccine roll out and can
you get it privately in the states?

I still have not heard much about the US vaccine roll out. The US is a few weeks behind the UK in the
roll-out. It will also be a state by state roll out so we will be dependent on Pennsylvania rules.
Allan Stagg
The Christmas and New Year was a lot quieter than usual, and the post-Christmas
Covid news was as bad as expected. Apparently Milton Keynes is a Covid hot spot, with one of the highest
infection rates outside London. It does mean that apart from going out for the occasional exercise I am staying
in all of the time, letting Julie go out to do the weekly shop.

Glad to hear that you are all doing well, and I hope you can continue to stay clear of the virus. Have
you had any news about vaccinations yet?
Allan Stagg
Vaccinations are being rolled out to specific target groups, with priority being given at
the moment to care home residents and workers, NHS workers and people over 80. I am in the people aged
65-70 with no significant health risks category, so probably won't be eligible until the Spring, and as Julie is
under 65, she will not be eligible until later than that. Ironically, Sam, my youngest son, who still lives with us,
may be the first to receive the vaccination as he is currently working as a teacher in a local school, and there is
a considerable pressure building up to vaccinate teachers.

I’m glad to hear that teachers may get prioritized for vaccination.
Allan Stagg
A news report in yesterday's Telegraph said that the health authorities in Germany
were having difficulty identifying older people to be prioritized for the vaccine due to local state privacy laws
which did not allow them to access the ages of individuals. In Lower Saxony staff were having to target people
based on their first names - if it was an old-sounding name they were sent a letter.

I shall have to check that with my German colleagues. Sounds like a typical Torygraph attack at the
EU.
Andy York
Regarding C-19, Texas is not on the good end of things and trends are picking up including in El Paso as you mentioned. Someone I know contracted it and went to the doctor last Monday.
Shortly before noon, after seeing the family doctor and having a flu and C-19 test, was sent home. By midafternoon with a temperature approaching 103 degrees was admitted to the hospital for oxygen therapy and a
round of Remdesivir. Fortunately, it wasn't a severe case (confirmed as C-19 there) - she was released by
Saturday without needing any additional interventions. So, she's home for a week or two of rest with continued
oxygen therapy - lucked out. She also was fortunate out as when she went into the local (west Texas rural area)
hospital, she was given the last C-19 bed. If not, it was likely she would have ended up in a New Mexico or San
Antonio hospital hours from home.

I haven’t been paying as much attention to the detailed statistics for Pennsylvania, although it is clear
from the headlines that the situation is getting worse.
Andy York
But, fortunately, Austin is still a bit better than the average. Though we just ticked into
the voluntary “Level 5” condition (strictest) for the area (when average hospital admissions tick over 55/day).
They are voluntary as the State will not allow any stricter local controls than permitted by them. There are a few
State controls that do allow local decisions, such as opening of bars. However, capacity, what is allowed to be
opened, etc. are even across the State with minor exceptions allowed by the Governor.

The last changes I remember were increasing restaurant capacity (maybe to 50%) but closing earlier.
I went to collect a pickup from a local restaurant last Friday and it was packed.
Andy York
Using the data reported on December 1 showing percentage of Austin/Travis County
cases compared to Texas as a whole:
Population: 4.4%
Known Cases: 3.3%
Hospitalized (for 5-county region, so greater percentage of population): 2.6%
Deaths: 2.2%
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Since I wrote that, some time has passed and things are on the uptick all around the state with the postThanksgiving surge. The latest, from December 22, is:
Population: 4.4%
Known Cases: 3.3% (count 46,701)
Hospitalized (for 5-county region, so greater percentage of population): 3.4% (count 349)
Deaths: 2.1% (count 525)
I’m pretty sure the uptick in hospitalizations is at least partly due to taking overflow from areas in the state that
have run out of beds.

I just checked the hospital data for Lehigh County and there are still ICU beds available although they
are getting close to capacity. I think that the County may also be receiving patients from other parts of
the State.
Bob Pitman
We are about to move into tier 4 on Boxing day, we’ve had Gosport and Portsmouth in
there for the last week and the tier border was about 6 miles down the road so I don’t think anyone is surprised
its coming to us... it’s just a surprise that Bozo thinks the virus (whichever variant) is going to take the day off at
Christmas... bit like it didn’t wake up before 22:00 when the pubs were allowing all that mixing. We really do
have a totally incompetent lot in power on all fronts (except funnelling public funds to the outliers of the
Chumocracy).

Good luck with the Tier 4 restrictions. Governor Wolf has increased the restrictions in Pennsylvania
as the pandemic worsens through the whole US. However, a lockdown like the UK or Europe is pretty
much impossible here – there are too many objectors and I think it would be very difficult to enforce. I
haven’t checked in a few days, but I think PA still has reasonable capacity for hospitals, ICUs, and
ventilators, unlike some cities and states. It’s harder to tell how the numbers of health care workers
are doing – this is now starting to become a concern in some areas.
Steve Ham
I watched the film Dunkirk a couple of days ago and it did remind me of these times.
Not one but two mutant variants does seem a disappointing Christmas present. Although, it could just be a spot
of good PR to get the population fearful and compliant again. Either way, it will feel a longish wait for the
vaccine in 2021.

The new variants are a concern, but hopefully these will also respond to the vaccine. I’m not sure
about the PR perspective – the situation in some parts of the States where the hospitals are overrun
and running out of staff is really bad and should be avoided if possible, The arguments for trying to
manage to the pandemic to maintain an operable health service still seem valid to me. Hopefully as
more people are vaccinated, this will also start to slow the spread of the virus, but I agree that this
will still take time.
Bob Pitman
Hope you are well and that no coups occur before the next Pig comes out... at the time
of writing the news seems to say that the Orange Loser is exploring every which way to stay in the Whitehouse
even after losing the election, the popular vote, the Electoral College, the Supreme Court, state courts, the court
of public opinion not once but multiple times. His pardons are getting a bit dodgy, still waiting for pre-emptive
pardons for his family.

The political situation does not help. The arguments over the election and the latest stimulus bill mean
that management of the pandemic remains effectively delegated to the 50 states. Some states are trying
to coordinate their approach (I think 9 of the NE states, including PA) are trying to do this, but I don’t
know if other states are. The result is that rules change from state to state and your controls are
essentially limited by your weakest neighbour, although all visitors to the US are now required to have
a negative Covid test 72 hours before arrival.
Carolyn Townsend
At least the UK has an agreement for Brexit and a trade deal with Europe. I don’t think
we will ever be Great again in anything other than name. Perhaps the EU will redefine/re-invent itself and we
can join the “united states of Europe” as I think the physical barriers to trade are all nearly all broken due to
COVID-19 and on-line shopping.

I’m not sure what to make of the new Trade Deal. I think it will only really come clear once the details
and fine print are understood. I did read somewhere that they were hoping to diverge from Europe on
rules regarding chemicals, which I would think would be disastrous for the UK Chemical Industry.
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Registering and developing new chemicals is already a regulatory nightmare and adding another set
of rules will not help. I suspect that many suppliers may not bother which will reduce availability and
options and also make it harder for UK suppliers to sell overseas.
David Cowie
There are problems at the ports because of the combination of Brexit and the great
plague, and there were reports in the papers on Monday about panic buyers queuing up at dawn outside
supermarkets to buy stuff. I went to my usual discount supermarket on Wednesday evening, and saw nothing
out of the ordinary for two days before Christmas. Either everyone had calmed down a bit by then, or people
where I live are just made of sterner stuff.

My Mum and Dad live near Harwich and Felixstowe and they tell me that the ports are closed for
those without bookings. They don’t have the lorry parks like Dover yet, although they are on the
Harwich side of the estuary and it may be different towards Felixstowe. Not too much panic buying in
the US yet, although toilet paper and sanitizing wipes are in short(ish) supply once more and
supermarkets are restricting sales.
Allan Stagg
Football seems fairly surreal at the moment. Spurs are top of the Premiership and
getting some good results. Reading briefly topped the Championship before they remembered their rightful
place, but even now they are in the play-off positions. And Milton Keynes is managing to stay above the
relegation zone - this week they salvaged a draw at home against bottom of the table Burton.

I have paid some attention to the football, although I note Spurs have just been displaced at the top.
Southampton are also doing very well. Aldershot moved from 13th to 6th to 16th in the space of 5
minutes on Saturday during their game away at Borehamwood. Sadly, they finished at 16th, but it
shouldn’t take too much to improve. The unexpected sporting story here is the Cleveland Browns
making the playoffs where they eventually lost to Kansas.
Andy York
The biggest baseball news here in Austin is related to the expiration of the MLB and
MiLB contract. It effectively cancelled all contracts between MLB clubs and the MiLB franchises. One of the first
fallouts from that is that the Astros are buying majority interest in the Sugarland Skeeters (suburb of Houston)
and moving their AAA team there from Round Rock (Skeeters were a member of the independent Atlantic
Coast League (ACL) and was, well, the only league team not on, or near, the Atlantic coast).
What that will do the ACL is up in the air. Rumour has it another MLB club is going to take one of the east coast
teams over for one of the minor league clubs (I think AAA). So, whether the ACL exists any longer or morphs
into restructured league I have no idea.

I have heard that there are a lot of changes to the Minor Leagues, but I haven’t been able to find a
good summary and explanation that isn’t behind a paywall.
Andy York
So, Round Rock was without a team for a short period, but the Rangers apparently
jumped at the chance to return. So, next year we’ll be their AAA team. Other changes in Texas included the
Padres AA team moving back to San Antonio from Amarillo (they moved there, to a new stadium, a couple
years back when a AAA team moved to San Antonio). Another AA team is moving into Amarillo from out of
state.

Good to hear that the Express are still affiliated. I did receive an email from the Pigs confirming that
they had extended their affiliation with the Phillies. This relationship seems to be working very well,
so it’s good news.
Andy York
So, effectively Texas remains with three AAA teams and gains another AA one to make
four. I see no change to Lehigh Valley franchise but can’t really tell much about the changes in the International
League. In the Pacific Coast League other changes include Wichita loses their AAA team before a game is
played, but an AA team is moving in. Fresno drops from AAA to A. But here’s hoping we’ll have an MiLB
season next year.

Thanks for all the baseball updates. I’m not sure what has been happening with the rest of the
International League, but I will probably learn more when they publish the fixtures for next season.
Allan Stagg
Our bowling league has not restarted and is unlikely to in the near future. Although
bowling alleys are open (at least in Tier 2 areas) the restrictions mean that the lanes cannot be shared by adults
from different households. One consequence of this is that my average for 2020 will be my best ever, as I was
bowling quite well before the leagues stopped in March. Judging by my performances in a couple of trial
bowling sessions in the summer, I will be back to more modest scores when we do restart.
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Our bowling league stopped over Christmas but restarted in January. I finally had a few poor games,
but my average is still over 160 which is the highest it’s been. I finally scored a 200+ game (209) this
Tuesday and our team has also managed to win a few games. I’m glad we have been able to play this
year, even with restrictions in place. Congratulations on your excellent season.
Murray Egan
I read in the latest PIG that you have loads of PTO pent up because of COVID. I think
this is going to be an issue all over the world, so be prepared for a LOT of personal travel in 2021 (or whenever
we get through this pandemic).

We had a new technician start in December working 3 days per week, so Paul (my long-term
technician) and I agreed that he would work the Monday before and after Christmas and I would work
the Tuesday so as not to leave him without support. I still carried over the maximum 5 days over into
2021.
Michael Pargman
December has been a strange month for me. I didn't really have a vacation
during 2020, so my boss forced me to take this years' vacation in November and December. This meant that I,
officially, didn't work for most of the month. But there were things in need to be done, and I continued to take
part in meetings etc. So, in the end I have worked some 60-70 hours that I hope to use in connection with
vacation next year.

I think many of us had the problem with unused vacation this year. I started taking every Friday off in
October to try to use up some of my vacation, but I still took off the last two weeks. Fortunately, many
of my colleagues were in a similar position so I didn’t get too many work calls. I am also carrying
some vacation over. Hopefully, we will be able to enjoy some holidays next year.
Dane Maslen
It's such a long time since I read the editorial and the letters that I've no idea whether
there was anything I had intended passing comment on. In future I must make a point of writing any such
comments immediately rather than relying on the sieve that I laughingly call a memory.

I must admit that I had a similar problem when I finally started to edit the letter column.
Allan Stagg
perhaps?

Thanks for the VP. Quite a lot of issues this year - an unforeseen benefit of Covid,

We managed 8 issues this year compared to our usual 6. We might just squeeze another issue out over
the holidays, but I don’t think we will rush. I’d prefer to have an early New Year issue.
Allan Stagg
Talking of old photos (and the front cover did look like you were trying to sniff
something through a straw), I have been revisiting our old photos, scanning them on to our PC. Julie
introduced me to photography when we met in 1983, and we used film until we went digital in 2003. We both
take a lot of photos, and have been to lots of interesting places, so that makes for lots of photos to scan, and
lots of memories to revisit.

There will be another old photo on the cover of next issue, although slightly more recent than the last
one. I do not feature in this picture, but it seems appropriate after my cover picture for the first issue
of 2020.
Richard Smith
As for the cover, I think I may have seen that "failed early attempt at a selfie" photo
before and impressive that you can remember what you were doing all those years ago.

I don’t think I’ve used the failed selfie before, but I also can’t be bothered to check. It was in one of
the old photo albums that I had that also included early Warwick pictures, so you may have seen it
before. I may be completely wrong about the picture, but I do recall battling to wind forward my
cheap, plastic camera. The original photo was of the back garden of where we stayed – not very
exciting, and I took the “selfie” while trying to advance the camera. I’m fairly sure it was taken in
Wales.
Murray Egan
Also loved the explanation of the picture...it certainly had me wondering where it came
from when I first saw it!

Glad you liked the picture – I hope you like this one too. It’s slightly older but I think you’ll appreciate
the sentiment.
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John Hopkins
This is to let you know that our house move, from Drumallan Grange in Durris, to our
new place near Colchester, has been accomplished pretty much according to plan. We moved-in a couple of
days ago.

Congratulations John – I hope that the move went well and wasn’t too stressful.
John Hopkins
We do not have a landline number yet. Our email addresses and mobile numbers
remain the same as they were, although Sarah’s mobile phone is currently dead (but should be available once
more within a couple of weeks). Because we are currently without a broadband line at this address, Sarah is
also effectively offline to emails until her phone is replaced.

Good luck getting everything sorted.
Chris Hibbert
Sad news on the friend who hosted us for the trip to Arizona we made in October. We
had been back home from our trip for a few weeks when we got email and phone messages from mutual
friends of our host. They hadn't been able to reach him for several days. This was so unusual for him that we
immediately called the local police near him and asked for a wellness check. It took a few days of calling
everyone who might be able to locate him before the police were able to get a key and enter his apartment.
They said he had been dead for at least a week. I've been coordinating with city and county officials and talking
to lawyers and executors. Now I'm taking the lead on organizing a memorial for him for mid-January. I sent the
announcement out to 75 people, and it got forwarded to even more people. I'm glad we did the Arizona trip; I
think we were the last people he knew to see him.

Very sorry to hear about your friend. It must have been a shock so soon after your recent trip together.
It’s nice of you to organize his memorial and I hope this goes well.
Andy York
Still pretty much on my own in my apartment, walking most days and limiting outside
trips (weekly grocery and comic runs, bi-weekly farmers market run, 2-4 times a week to collect mail at the post
office) and occasional stops for take-out food, banking, or other shopping). Humorously, when I chat with my
mother in Michigan she always asks “what’s new” – these days, nothing is really new as there isn’t much to do
beyond what you’ve been doing pretty much every day since the Spring.

I have similar phone conversations with my Dad – there is so little happening. We continue to follow
the same routine as we started in June, when I started going to the Farmers Markets. The only real
change has been we’re seeing Thomas and Hannah less now that the virus situation has worsened.
Mike Townsend
Good to see that you are getting out and about with exercise - always harder in the
Winter although a bit easier with working from home, I find. With most of my meetings being am, finishing at
3:00 or 4:00 pm is normally not a big issue for me and I can go back online if I need to later. So, I'm trying to
keep up with cycling and running. I have to go a bit careful with the running as, if I push it too much and too
fast, I'm quite likely to pick up an injury. So, mixing with cycling seems to work well. Of course, cycling in the
Winter has its own hazards other than the limited daytime. For instance, every time I go out on my road bike I
seem to manage to find at least one major flood. MTB just becomes a mud fest.

Good to hear that you can still exercise. I have not taken up running as I am concerned about my
knees, but I have been enjoying the walks and hope to extend my range once the pandemic is over.
Hopefully, with lockdown, there will be less traffic and cycling will be safer. This was a definite
benefit around Coopersburg last spring.
David Cowie
I stock up.
You stockpile.
He is a panic buyer.

Irregular Verbs

Reminds me of my French lessons back in school.
Martin Walker
better New Year.

Sorry these are late; I hope your Christmas went smoothly and here's hoping for a

Our Christmas was a bit of a disaster as we rushed to England to see my dying Mum.
Mike Townsend

I hope that you are having a good Christmas.

Unfortunately, we did not as 2020 had a couple more stings in the tail for us. My Mum has been ill
with cancer for some time, although generally coping well.
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However, the week before Christmas, she was taken to hospital when she started to become confused
and weak. She was doing well in hospital and we thought she might be able to come home but fell on
the Sunday night and this was catastrophic. Jacqueline and I flew over on the Tuesday and fortunately
we arrived in time to see her (Jacqueline did not get to Spain in time when her father died) while
enjoying the experience of a Tier 4 lockdown in our rented apartment in Ipswich in combination with
UK visitor self-isolation rules.
Mike Townsend
Sorry to hear about your Mum. Seems that there is often a sudden change in a long
illness like Cancer. Almost seems like the person mentally gives up on the fight. Good that you have been able
to come over and see her, especially given all the increased paranoia about the mutant virus in the UK. Is she
capable of communicating with you ok?

She was not responsive during our visits, but this was not a surprise. We think that it was the fall that
actually killed her, but because this happened in hospital she will need to be examined by a Coroner.
It was still good to see her and talk to her these last few days. She died last night about half an hour
after our last visit. I’m glad we were there as we could go back and bring my Dad to the hospital. My
brother David had been an enormous help while Mum was in hospital, but he lives over three hours
away and could not come down that night.
Mike Townsend
Swindon is now in Tier 3 which means that Shops are still open, but Pubs and
Restaurants are takeaway only. Worst is that you basically cannot meet anyone from outside of your
household almost anywhere (unless you are work colleagues and can't work from home). I see us all heading
for Tier 4 which closes non-essential retail and adds in travel restrictions which half of the Country is already
in. So really a National Lockdown by another name.

We spent our days visiting Mum as visits were allowed for patients in palliative care) and supporting
my Dad. The first few days we only met him outside in his summer house as we were not sure how this
could be interpreted under the guidelines. Christmas dinner was a small quiche and sprouts in the
summer house with my Dad and brother.
Mike Townsend
I think your approach on Tier 4 rules is the right one. There is always in UK an
exception for health grounds and that certainly includes mental / emotional health. Carolyn is seeing her Dad
on a regular basis and does not take any extra precautions. But we did stop short of him mixing with Adam or
me. To take precautions like meeting in a very well-ventilated area does seem like a good idea if you can make
it work.

Thanks very much for your mail and advice. It’s very helpful to have some input from someone more
familiar with the UK rules than we are now. The rules for returning to the US changed on Christmas
Day and we had to get a negative Covid test before returning. This required finding somewhere
outside the NHS that could do the test, which was difficult and frustrating, possibly due to the
holidays. Boots require you to pre-book and pay before you can actually make an appointment – I did
this before discovering the first dates available were 4th January. Other sites were equally unhelpful
regarding timing, requiring a lot of information before time/date options became visible.
Mike Townsend
I know all about the PCR test within 72 hours of departing. I'm meant to be flying with
work to South Africa in January and this has been the biggest pain to organise. It is likely that it gets cancelled
- we'll see on that one. If you get really stuck there is an option of staying at Sofitel in Heathrow Terminal 5 and
getting an overnight PCR test. The price is not that high (around £170 per person for the room and test).

We had to drive down to Heathrow for testing. Good luck with your South Africa trip – it sounds a
nightmare to arrange. I haven’t travelled for work since I came back from Mexico in March. We are
not expecting any more business travel until April, although this might change.
Mike Townsend
Sounds like South Africa has a different testing requirement to the States. I have to get
a PCR test which did not seem to be possible at Heathrow. Is this a different test that you have had?

We went through Covid-19 Testing (heathrowmedical.com) which uses a PCR antigen test. We
contacted them through their website and had a response within a few hours. They were the first
contact I found that could do the testing in December. Of course, we could have tried to do this
through the NHS and the option available after 5 days through UK immigration.
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Mike Townsend
I think it's all a bit chaotic at the moment with lots of companies setting up testing
services and limited lab capacity. Like always many of these outfits are not capable of delivering a reliable
service. So good that you found what looks like a good one. My current option is to go to a private clinic in
Oxford on a Friday afternoon who will then get me the results by Sunday to enable me to fly Monday
lunchtime. They have always answered my emails within minutes which does give you a warmer feeling.
Easier for me to travel to Oxford than Heathrow. Like you I found many others who either had too vague
websites or did not respond to e-mails.

Meanwhile, back in Coopersburg, our basement has flooded during the Christmas Eve storm. Thomas
found it when he went to feed the cats, but there is too much water for him to get out. Obviously, our
sump pump and backup battery system failed during the storm. We had been hoping that Thomas
might be able to clear the water with our shop vac, but I think this is not possible, so I will also need
to contact our insurance.
Mike Townsend
home to.

Good luck with getting your flood sorted out - that's not something that you want to go

Better news on the flood. Our plumber came yesterday and was able to fix the sump pump which has
now pumped most of the water out of the basement. We will have to buy some driers when we return,
but at least the water has gone.
Carolyn Townsend
So sorry to hear about your mum- at least you got to see her before she passed. It's
hard when someone close to you dies especially near Christmas when it is meant to be family time.
Mike Townsend
Please accept my deepest condolences for the loss of your Mum. Good that you were
at least able to talk to her before the end. I guess that you will not be back to the US for too long with the
funeral coming up.

Mum did not want a funeral and wanted her body to go the NHS for scientific research. Unfortunately,
this was not possible, but we have not been able to make plans until Dad receives the death certificate
and she has only just been released by the coroner. We returned to the US on New Year’s Day and
hope to return for the funeral.
Carolyn Townsend

Good luck with the flight back to the US. Take care and keep safe.

Mike Townsend
Safe travels back to the States and good luck with all the arrangements. My younger
sister and I did all the arrangements for my Mum's funeral and it really did take a great deal of planning. I think
you are much more limited with Covid, but from what you said the low-key approach might fit better to your
Mum's wishes.

We made it back to the US on New Year’s Day. Our Covid test results were examined twice at
Heathrow (check in and boarding) and three times upon arrival at JFK. Make sure you bring a
printed copy with you. There were multiple additional forms to complete related to the pandemic or
self-isolation (both in the UK and on return to the US). If you can find these in advance, I recommend
filling them in before you go, as they can be tricky to complete on a cell phone.
Bob Pitman
Good news, the Respiratory clinic discharged me as it appears my COVID-19 damage
has largely gone, as reflected in runs, lungs seem to be getting back to last January levels. Bad news the death
rate is rocketing here. Good news, Trump effectively sacked himself with his attempted coup (but more
attempts are to be expected after his forthcoming Alamo visit, apparently designed to motivate his extremists).
Stay safe on all fronts Jim!

Great news about the Respiratory results – really pleased for you. It’s a beautiful, frosty morning here
in PA, perfect for a nice walk but I’m working from home today (taking a quick coffee break).
Bob Pitman
Take care, hope you had a good coffee break and frosty morning, it just drizzled here
most of the day, so I did some DIY and put-up blinds instead!

Sounds good. With that, it’s a wrap and best wishes for 2021.

*****
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By Fairly Popular Demand
Round One
Player

Bedroom

Kitchen

Refrigerator

Living
Room
Coffee
Table
Lamp

Shed

Garden

Office

Dresser

Refrigerator

Rake

Gardener

Computer

13

Steve Ham

Wardrobe

Lawnmower

Pond

Photocopier

10

Andrew York

Nightstand

Dishwasher

Recliner

Rake

Carrot

8

Cooker

TV

Lawnmower

Weeds

Filing
Cabinet
Chair

Steve Guest

Clock

Murray Egan

Pillow

Spoon

Sofa

Rake

Celery

Chair

7

Michael
Pargman
Martin
Walker
Bob Gingell

Pillow

Pan

Table

Spade

Flower

Paper

7

Bedside
Cabinet
Wardrobe

Kettle

Fireplace

Hoe

Hose

Photocopier

7

Knife

TV

Spade

Grass

Desk

6

John Walker

Alarm Clock

Toaster

Pot Plant

Shears

Bird

Chair

6

Roger
Trethewey
Allan Stagg

Wardrobe

Refrigerator

Sofa

Deckchair

Flowers

Desk

6

Bed

Sink

Cushions

Cobwebs

Printer

6

Arthur Owen

Wardrobe

Cooker

Sofa

Spade

Washing
Line
Flowers

Computer

5

Mike Pollard

Wardrobe

Sink

TV

Lawnmower

Plants

Boss

5

Richard
Smith
Brendan
Whyte
Jacqueline
Reader
Brad Martin

Chair

Chair

Chair

Chair

Chair

Chair

5

Wife

Wife

Sofa

Spade

Flowers

Computer

5

Bed

Sink

Sofa

Spade

Conifer

Stapler

4

Blanket

Sink

TV

Saw

Flowers

Paper

4

Knife

Television

Spade

Grass

Telephone

6

Chris Hibbert

MY
CHOICES

Curtains

Something Commonly Found in …
1. A bedroom: Wardrobe (5 scores 0), (Alarm) Clock (2), Pillow (2), Bed (2): Chair, Wife, Blanket,
Nightstand, Dresser, Curtains and Bedside Cabinet all score 1.

This would be easy in the regular game, but rather harder in this variant.
2. A kitchen: Sink (4 scores 0), Refrigerator (3), Knife (2), Cooker (2), Chair, Wife, Dishwasher, Pan,
Kettle, Toaster and Spoon all score 1.

Hopefully, people will think about the larger appliances rather than the utensils

8
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3. A Living Room: Television/TV and Sofa (both 5 and score 0), (Coffee) Table (2): Fireplace, Pot Plant,
Lamp, Cushions, Recliner and Chair all score 1

A little riskier going for television – hopefully, the chairs will win (lose)
4. A Shed: Spade (6 scores 0), Rake (3), Lawnmower (3): Hoe, Shear, Deckchair, Chair, Saw and
Cobwebs all score 1.

As the Doonicans noted, it’s the Place of Spades
5. A Garden: Flower(s) (5 scores 0), Grass (2): Hose, Birds, Weeds, Plants, Pond, Celery, Gardener,
Conifer, Carrot, Chair and Washing Line all score 1.

I struggled with this one, then remembered the lawn
6. An Office: Chair (4 scores 0), Computer (3), Photocopier (2), Paper (2), Desk (2): Printer, Filing
Cabinet, Stapler, Boss and Telephone all score 1

I think I’ve used this subject before, and ancient technology proved surprisingly popular. I wonder
if we have modernized now.
Congratulations to Chris Hibbert who scored 13 from a maximum of 15.
Players Comments
Mike Pollard
You mentioned another BPD variant, where the least popular answers score best. I've played By
Almost Popular Demand before, where the second most popular answer scores best and you get zero for
picking the top answer. It brings a fair bit of strategic thinking into the game - how much do you risk getting near
the possible top answer to get a good score?

Please note that this is a “By Almost Popular Demand” variant although I use the title By Fairly
Popular Demand. You are correct that most of the Pig readership (at least those that I know) are now
aged 50 ish.
Whoops! It looks like this Fairly PD is the same thing as Almost PD, where the top answer gets zero and the
second most popular answer gets the best score? Some of these categories have been featured in Dane's
Games over the past year, so it will be interesting to see whether we get similar sets of answers. I remember
some intense discussions over whether a shovel could be regarded as the same thing as a spade! I'm hoping
that sofa and settee will be counted as the same. Ooh, what about couch and 3-piece suite too? I reckon the
Office question will depend very much on the age group answering it. I'm assuming that Pig has a more mature
(ahem) readership, like me, but today's workforce might expect to see a computer before a (hot) desk.
Allan Stagg
Oh good - I like this variant. All answers taken from my home.
Bob Gingell
I may be completely wrong in thinking that bed (1), sink (2), sofa (3) and desk or computer (6) will be clear
winners so earning 0 points. Maybe enough people will think that so each will come second. Bluff or double
bluff - my brain hurts.
Brendan Whyte
4. body? spade!
5. body? flowers!
6. incompetent president elected by even incompetenter electorate? computer!
The questions for round 2 are
1. Something commonly found in a supermarket
2. Something commonly found in a church
3. Something commonly found in a laboratory
4. Something commonly found in a park
5. Something commonly found in a museum
6. Something commonly found in a stadium
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By Popular Demand
Game End Statements
Richard Smith
I did wonder if the start letters would spell a word, but I can't make anything out of O, L,
A, C, H, T, B, X, F and S. Quite a few 10-letter words or proper names are possible without repeating letters
such as Lawrencium, Republican and Scunthorpe.
Chris Hibbert
Well, OOO seems to have been my strong suit. I got the second highest score for that
round, moving me up from 3rd-to-last to 5th-to-last. I almost got a perfect score that round, missing only one
point by choosing Ox instead of Otter. Steve Guest did get the max in every category. Anyway, congrats to
Martin, consistency is a lot more valuable than occasionally lucky turns.
Jim Reader (GM)
I find this the hardest of the By Popular Demand variants to GM, as it’s a struggle to
think of good questions to go with the letters. However, this seemed to play quite well, and people seemed to
enjoy it. I did like the round with the letter X which was original. There was no theme to the letters chosen – I
even asked Jacqueline a couple of times for random letter suggestions. Congratulations once more to Martin
Walker and thanks to everyone for playing.

*****

Lyric Quiz
Game Sixteen – Round Two of Five
The theme this round was fruit.
1) “I've had my fun and now it's time, To serve your conscience overseas (over me, not over me)” (80s)
“Orange Crush” by R.E.M
David Cowie, Murray Egan, Steve Guest, Martin Walker
2) “Nothing is real And nothing to get hung about” (60s)
“Strawberry Fields Forever” by The Beatles
David Cowie, John Hopkins, Richard Smith, Dane Maslen, Steve Guest, Martin Walker, Jacqueline Reader,
Brendan Whyte
3) “I was working part time in a five-and-dime, My boss was Mr. McGee, He told me several times that he didn't
like my kind, 'Cause I was a bit too leisurely” (80s)
“Raspberry Beret” by Prince
David Cowie, Steve Guest, Martin Walker, Brendan Whyte
4) “One day she left without a word. She took away the sun. And in the dark she left behind, I knew what she
had done” (50s)
“Lemon Tree” by Peter, Paul and Mary or The Seekers, written by Will Holt from a
Brazilian song
John Hopkins
5) “Breathe me in, breathe me out, I don't know if I could ever go without, I'm just thinking out loud, I don't know
if I could ever go without” (2020)
“Watermelon Sugar High” by Harry Styles
Steve Guest (singer only)
6) “Lift six-foot, seven-foot, eight-foot bunch, Daylight come and me wan' go home” (50s)
“The Banana Boat Song” by Harry Belafonte
David Cowie, John Hopkins, Richard Smith, Dane Maslen (song only), John Walker (song only), Steve Guest,
Martin Walker (song only), Jacqueline Reader, Brendan Whyte
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7) “Can't stay at home, can't stay at school, Old folks say, 'You poor little fool', Down the streets I'm the girl next
door, I'm the fox you've been waiting for” (70s)
“Cherry Bomb” by The Runaways
Richard Smith
8) “I bet you're wonderin' how I knew, 'Bout your plans to make me blue” (60s)
“I Heard it Through the Grapevine” by Marvin Gaye
David Cowie, John Hopkins, Richard Smith, Dane Maslen, Murray Egan, John Walker, Steve Guest, Jacqueline
Reader, Brendan Whyte
9) “Another head hangs lowly, Child is slowly taken, And the violence, caused such silence, Who are we
mistaken?” (90s)
“Zombie” by The Cranberries
Richard Smith, Murray Egan, Steve Guest
10) “No moneyman can win my love, It's sweetness that I'm thinking of” (90s)
“Buffalo Stance” by Neneh Cherry
David Cowie, John Walker, Jacqueline Reader

Comments
David Cowie
Theme: fruit. Easy.
John Hopkins
And, after the Lord Mayor's Show, comes the proverbial dustcart.
And the theme is Fruit and Herbs. Anyone who simply says "Fruit" is WRONG. A banana is actually a large
herb.

I’m afraid I will allow just fruit as the answer to the theme as this was a GM error, but I will give you
a bonus point for spotting this.
Richard Smith
Theme is fruit, this time it did get me one I didn't recognise at first (Ch-ch-ch-cherry bomb!). A couple of old
ones where I'm not sure of the artist.
Dane Maslen
After last round's good performance, it's back to reality this time.
2) At first I thought it was just barely possible that I recognised these lyrics. Eventually I started to be get a hint
of a tune to go with them. I think it's something by THE BEATLES. For the moment, for a reason that will
become apparent later, let's guess at STRAWBERRY FIELDS FOREVER.
4) This rings some very vague bells.
Having initially managed just one title, I was in no position to spot the connection, but guessed at fruit. It was
that idea that started me wondering whether one of the above could be the obvious Beatles song. Subsequently
I recognised the Marvin Gaye song – I have it on a compilation album, so I'd have kicked myself if I'd missed it
– so I think I was right about the connection. The next question is whether one of the other songs is by Peter,
Paul, and Mary. I don't think so, but the only words I know of that song are from the chorus.
Brendan Whyte
3. Raspberry beret, Prince (total guess based on theme)
4.Blueberry Hill. Louis Armstrong (total guess based on theme)
Theme: fruit! But that doesn't help me with any of the others. Is I've got a loverly bunch of coconuts in there
somewhere? Or Oranges and lemons?
John Walker
4 Chuck Berry?
Theme Fruit
Steve Guest
Theme: Fruit
5. Harry Stiles? (vaguely remember hearing about him doing something fruity, won't know the song though)
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Martin Walker
10. Madonna - Like a virgin? (olive oil?)
Theme - fruits
Jacqueline Reader
This round is fruity
Allan Stagg
Incidentally, the story in the last issue about Al Stewart and Ralph McTell bemoaning unfairly being known for
just one song got me to wondering which other singer/songwriters would be nominated as members of that
club. Peter Sarstedt sprung to mind straight away. and I would also nominate Harry Chapin, Gordon Lightfoot
and maybe Kris Kristofferson. On the female side Janis Ian and Joan Armatrading would be
candidates. Leonard Cohen would have been a member until Hallelujah became popular, and he would then
have been asked to leave. Any candidates that you would nominate, Jim?

I think you got most of the one hit wonder singers that I can think of – maybe add Jacques Brel. Terry
Jacks might be another, but I learned recently that he was in band before his big hit. There are
probably a lot more modern ones that we do not know.
Jacques Brel would probably be classed as a no-hit wonder, whose songs were popularized by other artists.
This is a pity as he is probably my favourite artist. I was first aware of him in the late 60s - principally through
Scott Walker and Judy Collins recording his songs. I was fortunate to be posted to Paris in the early 80s, as I
could pick up a lot of his work on vinyl. I could also see a couple of documentaries about him, and as my
French improved I could get a better understanding of his lyrics.
And as for Terry Jacks, I am sure he would not be admitted to the club (of singer/songwriters unjustly
remembered for just one song) because:
a) he did not have any solo hits with songs that he had written himself, and
b) as you say, he had had a hit in the late 60s as part of the Poppy Family with 'Which Way You Goin',
Billy?'. He wrote the song, which was sung by his wife Susan Jacks.
Sorry about rambling on about Jacques Brel - if I were to go on Mastermind he would be one of my specialist
subjects!

OK, how about Joni Mitchell? For bands, I think Blue Oyster Cult would be a great candidate.
Scores
Steve Guest
David Cowie
John Hopkins
Richard Smith
Martin Walker
Brendan Whyte
Jacqueline Reader
Dane Maslen
Murray Egan
John Walker
Michael Pargman

14 (29)
13 (25)
10 (25)
11 (22)
8 (21)
9 (19)
9 (18)
6 (17)
6 (12)
6 (10)
0 (7)

Game Sixteen – Round Three of Five
This round was sent in Richard Smith who will score the average next round. I score 11 despite not being able
to name song 9 although I could place it on an album and name the songs before and after it. Score 1 point
each for the artist and song title for each song below. There is also a bonus point for identifying the common
theme to the songs below and another bonus point if anyone can find the connection between songs 5 and 6.
1) You've got venom in your stomach, you've got poison in your head / You should have stayed at home and
talked with father / Listen to the lies he fed (80s)
2) When they see us coming / The birdies all try an' hide / But they still go for peanuts / When coated with
cyanide (50s)
3) Your poison letter, your telegram / Just goes to show you don't give a damn (70s)
4) Desolate loving in your eyes / You used to make my life so sweet / Step out like a god found child / I saw
your eyes across the street (80s)
5) I wanna taste you / But your lips are venomous (80s)
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6) No rhythm in cymbals / No tempo in drums / Love on arrival / She comes when she comes (80s)
7) She's pretty as a daisy / But look out man she's crazy / She'll really do you in / If you let her get under your
skin (50s)
8) I got the poison / I got the remedy / I got the pulsating, rhythmical remedy (90s)
9) Well, I've opened up my veins too many times / And the poison's in my heart and in my mind (70s)
10) A flight of stairs is like swimming the Atlantic / When you're poisoned, deaf, dumb and blind / I take my
poison / I guess I poisoned my life / Been doing poison / I wish I'd poisoned my wife (70s)

Bonus Round
This round is to commemorate the sad passing of Ken Hensley and the music of Uriah Heep.
1) At the sound of the first bird singing, I was leaving for home – July Morning
Richard Smith, Steve Guest
2) Somewhere along the lonely road I had tried to find you, Day after day on that windy road I had walked
behind you – Easy Living
Richard Smith, Steve Guest
3) He had a cloak of gold and eyes of fire, and as he spoke I felt a deep desire – The Wizard
Richard Smith, Steve Guest
4) One day I will go to him, Strong enough to fight and win, The kind of a man, that he'll understand – Gypsy
Richard Smith, Steve Guest
5) And if one day she comes to you, Drink deeply from her words so wise, Take courage from her as your prize,
And say hello for me – The Lady in Black
Richard Smith
6) All that fightin', killin', wine and those women, gonna put me to an early grave – Stealin’
Richard Smith, Steve Guest
Comments
Richard Smith
Of course, we know the brain often has better long-term memory than short term as we
age: I knew all those Uriah Heep lyrics from the 70s straight off :-)

A shame about Ken Hensley, who also did some pretty good stuff with Blackfoot after he left Uriah
Heep. I hadn’t realized that he sang “Lady in Black”. I saw Uriah Heep a few years ago in
Sellersville and it was a great concert, even without many of the original band. The line-up has been
stable since the early 80s as they had a good following in Eastern Europe that kept them going.
They’re still touring and worth seeing.
David Cowie

No idea about the Uriah Heep songs.

John Hopkins

And Uriah Heep is a Dickens character, as far as I know. (So, not a scooby).

Steve Guest
it.

The July Morning lyric was in the quiz a few years ago and I was the only one that got

Brendan Whyte

bonus: no idea.

Today, Phil Spector died in jail. I do not condone what Phil Spector did, nor the many claims about his abusive
behaviour, but the music he produced was truly memorable. Here is another round of bonus lyrics, based on
songs that he produced. As usual, score 1 point for the song and 1 for the artist.
1) Yeah, he looked so fine, Yes, I'll make him mine, And when he walked me home
2) Well, he walked up to me and he asked me if I wanted to dance.
3) And it gets stronger in every way, And it gets deeper, let me say, And it gets higher day by day
4) And time goes by so slowly, And time can do so much, Are you still mine?
5) It makes me just feel like crying (baby), 'Cause baby, somethin' beautiful's dyin'
6) They're singing, 'Deck The Halls', But it's not like Christmas at all
7) And when the broken-hearted people, Living in the world agree, There will be an answer
8) The night we met I knew I needed you so, And if I had the chance I'd never let you go
9) But just because he doesn't do, What everybody else does, That's no reason why I can't give him all my love
10) Just to see him smile, Makes my life worthwhile
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6 Nimmt! 13
Game End Statements
Tom Howell
Only my second 6 Nimmt! I kept thinking all the way through round 7 that my luck
couldn't last. Guess next time, I'll have to think more positively. Congratulations to Bob G. and thanks to Jim
for running the game!
Steve Ham
Congratulations to Bob. I think the game worked well with 9 but not for me. The final
two rounds worked well, and I would have avoided relegation, if such a thing existed. Thanks for the game.
Bob Pitman
Thanks for the game, a mid-table finish for me and congrats to Bob G, well played!
Doesn’t take a huge number of mistakes to make the difference between mid-table and top. Good game, much
harder than the ftf version I think!
Jim Reader (GM)
6 Nimmt! is always much harder with > 5 players as the “insto-doom” potential where
everyone plays to the same column is always there. This means there is a lot more luck, especially in the early
rounds when lots of cards are still in play and a few players, like Steve, suffered. That said, it’s fun to play the
larger game. My thanks to everyone for playing and especially to Tom Howell who checked the reports for
errors each round before publication. Congratulations once again to Bob Gingell who played pretty much a
perfect game.

6 Nimmt! 14
Round One
Bob Gingell and Bob Pitman also join the game to make it a full 10-player game for the first time: all 104 cards
are now in play. Dane’s risky strategy fails drastically, despite his prayers.
HAND 1

29
1

49
45
44
43
9

88
73
72
7

HAND 2

101#
1

54
45
44
43
41
10

66
58
6

86
78
75
4

HAND 3

35
4
3*
4

34
33
31
7

36
1

81
47
40
37
5

HAND 4

93!
1

50
48
47
46
5

25
24
3

102@
1

Rules for this game can be found at Postal Rules for 6 Nimmt! (variablepig.org).
Bob Pitman plays 97 in Hand 1, 66 in Hand 2, 47 in Hand 3 and 48 in Hand 4.
Carolyn Townsend plays 44 in Hand 1, 45 in Hand 2, 89 in Hand 3 and 92 in Hand 4.
Arthur Owen plays 45 in Hand 1, 43 in Hand 2, 33 in Hand 3 and 41 in Hand 4.
Steve Ham plays 49 in Hand 1, 54 in Hand 2, 81 in Hand 3 and 90 in Hand 4.
John Walker plays in 98 Hand 1, 44 in Hand 2, 34 in Hand 3 and 89 in Hand 4.
Brad Martin plays 88 in Hand 1, 78 in Hand 2, 91 in Hand 3 and 25 in Hand 4.
Tom Howell plays 99 in Hand 1, 35 in Hand 2, 40 in Hand 3 and 50 in Hand 4.
Bob Gingell plays 73 in Hand 1, 4 in Hand 2, 92 in Hand 3 and 93 in Hand 4.
Kev Lee plays 96 in Hand 1, 3 to row 4 in Hand 2, 90 in Hand 3 and 47 in Hand 4.
Dane Maslen plays 101 in Hand 1, 86 in Hand 2, 93 in Hand 3 and 102 in Hand 4.
# Dane takes column 4 of hand 1 for 10points (95, 96, 97, 98 and 99)
* Kev takes column 4 of hand 2 for 1 point.
! Dane takes column 4 of hand 3 for 11 points (88, 89, 90, 91 and 92)
@ Dane takes column 3 of hand 4 for 11 points (88, 89, 90, 92 and 93)

Score = 0
Score = 0
Score = 0
Score = 0
Score = 0
Score = 0
Score = 0
Score = 0
Score = 1
Score = 32

41
38
2
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Reminder
A couple of people asked about their cards in the third and fourth hands when they received cards 101 – 104
instead of the expected range. Per the game report, “the third and fourth hands will have an almost perfect
distribution – the start cards will be drawn first, then each player will get one car in the range 1 – 10, another
from the range 11 – 20 and so on. The missing four numbers drawn first will be replaced by the numbers 101 –
104 and drawn with appropriate set of 10 cards.”

*****

Backpacks and Blisters 3
Game End Statements
John Walker (Brad Berry, 2nd)

Do enjoy this game, it's the only exercise I get these days.

Steve Ham (Honor Kleedae, 5th)
Congratulations to Bob. A miserable day for me, becalmed by blisters
and a complete lack of sweet desires. I found it difficult to keep an eye on what succeeded for others. I probably
need a different strategy to consuming chocolate at the beginning and rushing off like a headless chicken.
Thanks for running the game.
Bob Gingell (Eddie Inclowds, 1st)
Well it was closer than I had expected at the end so I must thank those
generous fellow walkers who trusted me with their valuables in the rucksack. A safe pair of hands and you
could have had them back along with a round of drinks on me in the pub were it not for the pesky lockdown.
Thank to Jim for a fun game where social distancing seemed to be observed throughout.
Jim Reader (GM)
This was a fun game to follow as GM, especially watching Brad
Berry’s valiant efforts at the end. The decision to give the rucksack to Eddie was probably a mistake as he was
already close to Keswick, so it was another 5 points for the leader. The secret desires also played a role once
more and I do wonder if these might unbalance the game. Thanks once again to everyone for playing and
congratulations once more to Bob.
I will open a new waiting list soon, probably for the More Backpacks game in the Southern Lakes. Does anyone
know if any fan maps exist for this game?

*****

Work Rest and Play
Game 15 – Round One
Honours are shared evenly on the first day, with Ian working hard from home.

Roger
Ian (N.M.R.)
Arthur
Roger:
Ian:
Arthur:

Monday
50-45-5
97-2-1
48-48-3

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

0x0x1=0
1x0x0=0
0x1x0=0

Rules for this game can be found at http://variablepig.org/rules/workrestplay.html

Saturday

Sunday
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Tea Dance
Game 8 – Round One
The Conservative Party took an early lead, securing both punters in the first round as the opposition barely
bothered to show up.

Labour Party
Roger Trethewey
Conservative Party
Steve Ham
Liberal Party
Arthur Owen

Bids
Remaining
2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9

Bids for 1
Man
1+1

Bids for 1
Woman
0-1

Total Men
0

Total
Women
0

Grand
Total
0

0,1,3,5,6,7,8,9

4-1

2+1

1

1

1

2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9

0

1

0

0

0

Please submit your bids for 2 men and 5 women next round. There are groups of 3, 4 and 5 men and 2, 3 and 4
women to come. Rules for this game can be found at http://variablepig.org/rules/teadance.html

*****

Breaking Away 11
Round Ten
Pegwell moves into the lead and can win the race in two rounds, but there is still plenty of competition for the
overall team winner. At the back, it’s nearly all over for Racing and Diane.
Square
92
91
90
89
88
87
86
85
84
83
82
81
80
79
78
77
76
75
74
73
72

Replacement
2
3
4
5
6
3
6
8
9
11
3
4
5
3
3

Riders
Pegwell
Canterbury
Major Clanger
EFL
Tiny Clanger, Soup Dragon (6th)
Art, Mother Clanger, Mary Poppins
Whitstable, Pretenders
Romeo Void,
Father Christmas, Blondie (7th)
Talking Heads (8th), Cliff, Dumbo
Harry Potter
Margate
Butch
Racing

Diane

The rules for this game can be found at https://variablepig.org/rules/breaking.html.
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COOL PARKRUNNINGS (John Walker) 10 points
A. Pegwell
13, 2, 15, 15
B. Whitstable
9, 6, 14
C. Margate
15, 15, 4
D. Canterbury (10)
3, 3, 3

ALPHABLOCKERS
A. Art (5)
B. Butch
C. Cliff (2)
D. Diane

(Roger Trethewey) 7 points
6, 3, 3, 1
5, 3, 3
4, 11, 3
4, 3, 4

CLANGERS
A. Major Clanger (8)
B. Mother Clanger (8)
C. Tiny Clanger (5)
D. Soup Dragon (3)

BANDS
A. Talking Heads (11)
B. Romeo Void (6)
C. Pretenders
D. Blondie (2)

(Chris Hibbert) 19 points
3, 11, 3, 9
8, 11, 9
3, 15, 6
11, 8, 9

SKY SPORTS
A. EFL (11)
B. Racing
C. Cricket
D. Boxing

(Arthur Owen) 11 points
3, 5, 3, 3
3, 3, 2
Dropped
Dropped

(Steve Ham) 24 points
4, 3, 4, 9
3, 14, 3
6, 12, 9
10, 6, 6

FANTASTIC FLYING PELONTASTICS (Bob P.) 7 pts
A. Father Christmas (3) 9, 14, 3, 6
B. Harry Potter (4)
3, 3, 3
C. Mary Poppins
4, 3, 3
D. Dumbo
11, 15, 4

Breaking Away 10
Game End Statements
Richard Smith (Software Engineers, 3rd)
Impressive win for Chris - a trouncing! My programming
pedallers suffered from two bad rounds but otherwise were in good order with no failing unit tests. Since I
selected my four computer languages that are also names, Julia has become quite popular whilst only hardcore
nerds use Haskell.
Steve Ham (Not the Will, 2nd)
A very impressive win for Chris. After dropping No Deal WTO
in the early stages, it was very difficult to mount a charge for the final sprint. Second place wasn't bad in the
circumstances.
Jim Reader (GM)
Not much I can add to this – it was one of the most one-sided
victories in Breaking Away for some time. Congratulations once more to Chris and thanks to everyone for
playing.

*****

Bus Boss (Lehigh Valley) BB400LHV
Round One
GLEE
Bob Gingell
Purple

Easton - ABE Airport - Fullerton
BANK: 120 – 12 = 108
GLEE - Great Lockdown Exhausts Entrants

VRE
Brad Martin
Blue

Lehigh Valley Turnpike Exit - Fullerton - Allentown - Emmaus
BANK: 120 – 12 = 108
VRE - Valley Railway Express

ROGER
Roger Trethewey
Green

Bowmanstown - Palmerton - Cherryville
BANK: 120 – 12 = 108
ROGER - Rickety Old Gampa Ever Ridiculous
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ABE Airport – Northampton – Walnutport
BANK: 120 – 12 = 108

TEAR
Kev Lee
Black

TEAR – Tadmor Expressways Are Rampant
The build order for next round is Brad, Roger, Kev, and Bob.

Bus Boss (Lehigh Valley) BB401LHV
Round One
????
Ian Owen
Green

Riegelsville – Hellertown - Coopersburg
BANK: 120 – 12 = 108

PPL
Jacqueline Reader
Red

Allentown – Fullerton – ABE Airport - Bethlehem
BANK: 120 – 12 = 108
PPL – Pennsylvania Peeps Line

PUB
Richard Smith
Black

Bowmanstown - Lehigh Valley Turnpike Exit; Bowmanstown - Palmerston
BANK: 120 – 12 = 108
PUB - Pennsylvania Urban Buses

TOKEN
Martin Walker
Orange

Walnutport – Northampton - ABE Airport
BANK: 120 – 12 = 108
TOKEN - Transport Outraged Kindly European Natives

LV
Arthur Owen
Blue

Youngsville – Palmerton - Walnutport
BANK: 120 – 12 = 108
LV – Lehigh Valley

The build order for next round is Jacqueline, Richard, Martin, Arthur, and Ian.

Bus Boss (Easter Island) BB389IDP
Round Eight
Comment
John

I'm finding it very hard to determine the lines from the map, so apologies for any errors in payments.

Sorry you’re struggling with the Easter Island map. Is this because the lines I used to mark the routes
are too thick? I like making new Bus Boss maps so would appreciate your comments so I can avoid
this problem in future maps.
John

Yes, I think that is exactly the problem - I can't draw clear coloured lines between the think black ones.

Thanks John – I did wonder about that. It is hard to judge when working on a computer screen so I
went for a line thickness that I was sure would be visible. I will reduce the line thickness next time.
The fourth set of races is.
22. Ahu Akivi (33) - Akahanga (63):
23. Ana Te Nui (54) - Anakena (43)
24. Hanga Roa (23) - Ana Heu (35):
25. Hanga Roa (21) - Ahu Vinapu (13)
26. Ana Kai Tangata (14) - Caverns (Sp5):
27. Rano Raraku (61) - Vaitea (45)
28. White Virgins Cave (53) - Beach (Sp2)
Enter up to five races. The build order for next round is Bob, John, Brad and Roger.
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15. Ahu Vinapu (13) - Hanga
Roa (23)
16. Volcano (S3) - White
Virgins Cave (53)
17. Rano Raraku (61) - Ranu
Aroi (41)
18 Mataveri Intl. Airport (15).
- Ahu Tongariki (55)
19. Ana Raakal (65) - Ana
Heu (35)
20. Hanga Roa (24) Terevaka (46)
21. Ahu Akivi (33) - Caverns
(S5)
Last Turn
Points from Races
Builds
Points Total
MOA:
MARS:
GREEN:
PIT:

PIT
Brad
Blue
15
-4
10
+1
10
-3-4
16
-2+6
16
-8+3+3

25
GREEN
Roger
Green

MOA
Bob
Purple
15
+4

+3+3
9
+2–6+2
9
+8-3
10
+4
15
+3-3

20
-4
15
-3+3
150
59

181
31

209

212

MARS
John
Orange

20
-1
20
+4-3
5
-2
5
-3

112
75
- 12
175

152
45
197

Akahanga - Rano Raraku; Hanga Roa - Tahai; Hotels - Puna Pau
No builds
No builds
No builds

Bus Boss (Easter Island) BB391IDP
Round Eight

8. Tepu (44) - Vaihu (64)

TEAR
Kev
Green
9

9. Tahai (25) - Orongo (11)
10. Ahu Tongariki (56) Hanga Roa (23)
11. Beach (Sp2) - Ahu Vinapu
(13)
12. Ana Heu (35) - Ana Te
Ava Nui (54)
13. Caverns (Sp5) - Rano
Raraku (61)
14. Terevaka (46) - North
Coast (36)
Last Turn
Points from Races
Builds
Points Total

+1
9
-3
15
-3+2
30
-5-4
15
-4

128
62
- 11
179

NAH
Martin
Red
5

BIRDMAN
Richard
Blue
16

10
-1+3
16
+3
15
+3-2

20
-3
5

+5

20
-4

+4
15
+4
10
+4

106
73
-7
172

95
75
- 12
158
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Vaihu - Ahu Hana Poukura: Hanga Roa - Airport - Hotels
Tepu – Ahu Mahatua – Ahu Tongariki
Hotels – Mataveri International Airport – Hanga Roa; Rapa Nui Museum - Tahai

The third set of races is.
15. Ana Raakal (65) - Hanga Roa (21):
16. Hanga Roa (22) - Petroglyphs (Sp6)
17. Rano Raraku (62) - Puna Pau (31) 18. Ahu Te Peu (34) - Hotels (16) 19. Ranu Aroi (41) - Rikiriki (12)
20. Ahu Mahatua (51) - Important Moai (Sp1)
21. Poike (52) - Anakena (43)
Enter up to five races. The build order for next round is Richard, Martin, and Kev. Town 14 is Ana Kai Tangata.

*****

Fair Means or Foul 6
Round Four
Auction House
There was nothing to see here as everyone was attending the exhibitions.
Castle
Baron Brendan proudly started the exhibition season with a fine display of CDEF (1650), guarded by
Constables Martin and Owen who duly nabbed Wily Walker but not before Brendan’s German Earthenware
Chamber pot (F 1650) disappeared.

Cheques
Thieves
Location next turn

Brendan Whyte
1, 13, 24
4, 9
Castle

Brad Martin
2, 11, 14, 23
3, 10
Castle

John Walker
3, 10, 15, 22
2, 11
Castle

Arthur Owen
4, 9, 16, 21
1, 12
Auction House

2/1

3/2

4/2

5/3

3/2

4/2

4/2

2/1

3/2

4/2

4/2

3/2

4/2

2/1

5/3

3/2

4/2

5/3

3/2

4/2

2/1

3/2

4/2

3/2

4/2

2/1

5/3

Finish

Please can you send in orders for your first action and second location (auction house or castle) for next round;
the location can be made provisional upon the outcome of the next round. At the auction next month are a
German Pewter Chamber Pot (F 1660) and a Rococo Mask (A 1760).
Rules for this game can be found at https://variablepig.org/rules/fmof.html

*****

Grand National 3
Round Three
There is more chaos at Beecher’s Brook as eight horses stumble, but all manage to continue. However,
Hopping Mad’s trip lost him the lead as Global Pandemic moved to the front.
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Player

Horse
JP at Fence Five
(Plain: TN is
lowest JP)

Natalie Amery
Chris Hibbert
NPC
John Walker
Mike Townsend
Richard Smith
Roger Trethewey
Roger Trethewey
Michael Pargman
Dane Maslen
Chris Hibbert
Michael Pargman
Steve Ham
Richard Smith
Steve Guest
Natalie Amery
Steve Guest
John Walker
Mike Townsend
Steve Ham
NPC
Dane Maslen
Allan Stagg
NPC
NPC
Allan Stagg
Arthur Owen
Jon Carter
NPC
NPC
NPC
Cian Owen
Arthur Owen
Cian Owen
NPC
Jon Carter
NPC
Brendan Whyte
Tom Howell
Brendan Whyte
Tom Howell

Global Pandemic
Zaisan
Slow Riser
Horse
Hopping Mad
Rubbish Tip
Creeper
Crawler
Rival
Ankle
Zocala
Rapid
The Next One
Hello Sweetie
Overproofed Rum
Emergency Measures
Spiced Rum
Human
Crazy Frog
The Last One
Mediator (3d8)
Red Bum
Neddy
Chaos Theory (5d6-1)
Aquarius (2d6+9)
Dobbin
Red Rum
Mad Hatter
Lounge Lizard (12+d6)
Mr Consistent
Metro Gnome
Jules the Mule
Blue Gin
Little Donkey
Fade Away
March Hare
Middle Man (Median)
Beta Test
Tripp
Alpha Male
Oops

7
10
11
10
9
8
9
10
9
7
11
8
10
7
10
8
9
9
7
11
13
6
14
16
19
13
19
5
18
16
19
19
18
20
21
4

JP at Fence Six
(Beechers Brook.
TN is lowest and
highest JP plus
lowest +1 and
highest -1)
9
11
11
12
8
10
9
10
11
8
12
10
12
11
14
7
12
10
6
13
17
7
15
13
14
16
15
6
16
16
14
14
16
19
21

27
Starting JP

Comments

JP after Fence Six

Penalties

Stumbles fence 6

10

Stumbles fence 6

10

Stumbles fence 6

20

Stumbles fence 6

20

Stumbles fence 6

20

Stumbles fence 5 and 6

30

Stumbles fence 6
Stumbles fence 6
Falls fence 5
Falls fence 4
Falls Fence 2
Falls Fence 2
Falls Fence 1
Falls Fence 1

10
20

461
462
462
462
466
457
456
458
455
459
455
449
452
447
452
461
447
444
457
447
453
454
444
440
443
438
442
448
441
436
434
431
432
431
410
453

445
441
440
440
439
439
438
438
435
434
432
431
430
429
428
426
426
425
424
423
423
421
415
411
410
409
408
407
407
404
401
398
398
382
348

The 7th fence is plain, so the trouble numbers is the lowest number of jump points played by a horse. The 8th
fence is the Canal Turn where the trouble numbers are the highest and lowest number of jump points played by
horses; the horse that plays the highest number of JP receives a bonus of + 30 JP. Horses that played jump
points equal to the trouble number will either fall (out of race) or stumble (lose 20 JP). Horses playing jump
points equal to +/- 1 from the trouble number(s) will stumble (lose 10JP).
The following horses, played by the GM, will also start the race, and move as described below.
MISTER CONSISTENT (16 at each fence)
MEDIATOR (3D8)
LOUNGE LIZARD (21 at the Chair, 12 + D6 at each other fence)
FADE AWAY (23 at the start then reducing by 1 at each odd numbered fence thereafter)
SLOW RISER (9 at the start then increasing by 1 at each odd numbered fence thereafter)
METRO GNOME (19 at odd numbered fences and 14 at even numbered fences)
AQUARIUS (36 at Water Jump, 2D6 + 9 at all other fences)
CHAOS THEORY (5D6 – 1)
Rules for this game can be found at https://variablepig.org/rules/grandnational.html
Press
Dane Maslen

Apparently you're far too good at rolling 1s and 3s!

*****
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The Golden Strider 5
Game Start
The starts cards are assigned, the runners at the ready and another race is ready to begin. Please send your
opening moves for next round. Rules for this game can be found at https://variablepig.org/rules/golden.html
P
1

S
0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

Runner
Mystery Runner 1
Arthur Owen
Kelly Watson
Richard Smith
Mo Phal
Steve Ham
Terry Knott
Chris Hibbert
Holly Jockeystix
Allan Stagg
Kenyan Hills
Bob Pitman
Mystery Runner 2
Ian Owen
Silver Strider
John Walker

Cards
3/0, 5/0, 6/0, 8/0, 8/0

P

D

M

B

R

O

5/0, 6/0, 6/0, 6/0, 7/0
2/0, 6/0, 6/0, 7/0, 9/0
4/0, 4/0, 7/0, 7/0, 8/0
4/0, 5/0, 6/0, 7/0, 8/0
4/0, 5/0, 5,0, 7/0, 9/0
4/0, 5/0, 6/0, 7/0, 8/0
5/0, 5/0, 6/0, 7/0, 7/0

Press
Bob Pitman
I have some Kenyan hills to do this week... my running group leader thinks this
lockdown will take out this “term” of the groups meets so she is supplying us with 3 run sessions each week for
us to try and get done, last week was Fartlek and Hill Shuttles and since Monday I have felt the “Pain” so rather
than call down the curse of the commentator on myself Fartlek Pain has taken this race off and Kenyan Hills will
step up.

*****

Hare and Tortoise 5
Game End Statements
John Walker (1st)
Very close in the end, could easily had a different result, with a kingmaker playing
differently. Thanks for GMing
Jim Reader (GM)
This was a very frustrating end to what had been a good game. My apologies to both
Kev and John for the mistake in declaring the game over in turn 14. I failed to notice that John could overtake
Kev with the right combination of cards. The game was the further delayed by Arthur missing the restart, where
he was inadvertently left in the kingmaker role. My thanks to everyone for playing and congratulations once
more to John.

Game Six – Game Start
We have six players for a new game of Hare and Tortoise. The players are Kev Lee, John Walker, Arthur
Owen, Brad Martin, John Marsden and Cian Owen. Rules for this game can be found at Hare and Tortoise
Postal Rules (variablepig.org). The starting turn order is shown below. Please send your moves for round one
(plus a name for your racer) next time. Please also remember to include provisional orders for your moves in
case your target square(s) is blocked.
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Player
Brad Martin
John Walker
Kev Lee
Arthur Owen
John Marsden
Ian Owen

Start Square
64
64
64
64
64
64
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Finish Square

Carrots
65
65
65
65
65
65

Lettuces
3
3
3
3
3
3

Next Turn
1 and 7
2
3
4
5
6

*****

Maneater 5
Round One
There was a small problem with the swimmers starting in 166 – this should have been 168. The GM has
adjusted all the moves from this location to start from the correct location. John forgot to send orders for this
game, so his opening moves were made by the GM. There were the usual cautious opening moves in round
one with some slight problems with the Yellow Swimmers getting blocked by their Blue friends.

SHARK
RED
SWIMMER
GREEN
SWIMMER
BLUE
SWIMMER
YELLOW
SWIMMER

Game 1
John

123

Game 2
Roger

123

Game 3
Kev

152

Game 4
Ian

112

Game 5
Arthur

133

Roger

52

Kev

77

Ian

77

Arthur

77

John

77

Kev

77

Ian

89

Arthur

89

John

89

Roger

89

Ian

179

Arthur

166

John

166

Roger

179

Kev

179

Arthur

180

John

179

Roger

201

Kev

180

Ian

180

Rules for this game, including the map, can be found at https://variablepig.org/rules/maneater.html. Please
send moves for each game next turn.

*****

Puerto Rico
Game Ten – Round Four
There were a couple of minor corrections from last round. Allan should start the round with 3 doubloons as I
forgot to credit his bonus from the Captain last turn. Kev should have 5 doubloons. He ended round 2 (issue
183) with 1 doubloon and in round 3 received two doubloons from trading sugar and 2 doubloons (1 + 1 on role)
from the Prospector.
Allan takes the Builder (+ 1 doubloon) and buys a Tobacco Storage for 4 doubloons. John cannot build the
construction hut (only one quarry can be used to discount the 1VP buildings), Kev builds a Small Indigo Plant
for 1 doubloon and Chris also builds a Tobacco Storage for 4 doubloons.
John takes the Settler (+ 1 doubloon) and takes another quarry. Kev and Allan take corn plantations and Chris
takes the tobacco plantation. Allan mans his corn plantation from his Hospice.
Kev takes the Craftsman (+ 1 doubloon) and produces 1 sugar. Chris produces a corn, Allan produces 3 corn
and John produces an indigo. Kev then takes another sugar for his privilege.
Chris takes the Mayor and mans his Tobacco Plantation and one space in his Tobacco Storage. John mans his
new quarry, Kev mans his Small Indigo Plant and Allan mans his Tobacco Storage.
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Player
John Walker

30

Doubloons
1

VP
0

Goods
1 indigo

Buildings
Large Indigo Plant (√, x, x)
Small Market (x)
Small Sugar Mill (√)
Small Market (√)
Small Indigo Plant (√)

Kev Lee

5

0

1 sugar

Chris Hibbert

1

1

1 corn

Construction Hut (√)
Tobacco Storage (x, x, x)

Allan Stagg

0

3

3 corn

Hospice (√)
Tobacco Storage (√, √, x)

Plantations
Indigo (√)
Quarry (√, √, √)
Indigo (√)
Sugar (√)
Coffee (x)
Corn (x)
Corn (√)
Tobacco (√, x)
Quarry (√)
Corn (√, √, √)
Tobacco (√)

The play order for the fifth turn is John, Kev, Chris and Allan. There are 4 colonists on the colony ship. The 7
ship holds 3 corn and the 5 and 6 ships are still empty. The trading house holds a corn and a sugar. The
plantations available this turn are corn, indigo, indigo, tobacco and coffee. There are + 1 doubloon bonuses on
the Captain, Trader and Prospector roles.
Building
Small Indigo Plant
Small Sugar Mill
Small Market
Hacienda
Construction Hut
Small Warehouse
Large Indigo Plant
Large Sugar Mill
Hospice
Office
Large Market
Large Warehouse
Tobacco Storage
Coffee Roaster
Factory
University
Harbour
Wharf
Guild Hall
Residence
Fortress
Customs House
City Hall

Cost
1
2
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
5
6
7
8
8
9
10
10
10
10
10

Victory Points
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4

Available
3
3
2
2
1
2
2
3
1
2
2
2
1
3
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1

Tiles
Quarry
Corn Tiles
Indigo Tiles
Sugar Tiles
Tobacco Tiles
Coffee Tiles

Available
4 of 8
2 of 8 (2 discard)
6 of 11 (1 discard)
6 of 10 (3 discard)
3 of 8 (1 discard)
6 of 8

Goods
Corn Goods
Indigo Goods
Sugar Goods
Tobacco Goods
Coffee Goods

Available
2 of 10
10 of 11
8 of 11
9 of 9
9 0f 9

Colonists

56 remaining from 75

Victory Points

96 remaining from 100

*****

Railway Rivals
RR Game LXXVI – RR2378PE – Pern Map – Round Ten
Question
Bob
Although using normal RR rules we can run from either end of a race so +1 entering a
Weyr will not be that significant for most races, there are some locations where track could or does pass
through two adjacent hills, notably Telgar Weyr with C28 and Fort Weyr with P11 in RR2378PE. Do you count
this during races as two separate +1 costs or as only one? I have always found the basic RR rules unclear on
this and know that there are differing interpretations with some (not me) insisting that adjacent hills form a
plateau so no extra payment should be imposed.
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My own view is that a race run from Fort Weyr via P11 should incur the +1 and that a race passing through both
hexes should be +2, but I am aware that not all GMs share this view. It is only significant for me if I want to
enter Race 26 where one of the alternative routes to/from Harper Hall crosses two hills, but it could also impact
on other players and in the other games. What is your ruling on this?

Regarding the Pern map, and double hills in general (this might come up in the Bolivia game), I do
apply the +1 for each hill hex that is entered, so Fort Weyr – P11 – Fort Hold would get a + 1 applied
(entering the P11 hill). Fort Hold – P11 – Fort Weyr would get a + 2 (enter the P11 hill and enter the
Fort Weyr hill).

22. Fort Weyr (22) - Sattle /
Gar (16)
23. Ista Weyr (41) - Igen
Weyr (51)
24. Nabol (31) - Tillek (11)
25. Far Western Continent
(Sp5) - Igen Hold (53)
26. Last Hold / Greystones
(64) - Harper Hall (Sp1)
27. Lemos (45) - Benden
Weyr (61)
28. Southern Boll (23) Telgar Hold (34)
Last Turn
Points from Races
Points Total

DRAGON
Bob
Purple
10

BIEN
Christian
Orange

10
-2+6

20
+2-6

BEAR
Kev
Black

PERN
Arthur
Green
20

30
30
-2
15
-1-3

+2

10
9
+1
313
73
386

168
26
194

15
+1
20

+3

16
-1-8

5
+8

134
43
187

118
68
196

There were no builds this round.
The fifth set of races is.
29. Eastern Ring Islands (Sp6) - Ogren / Green Fields (32)
30. Keroon (46) - Lewis / Plateau (26)
31. High Reaches Weyr (15) - Half Circle Sea Hold (65):
32. Igen Weyr (52) - High Reaches Hold (13)
33. Plains Hold / Keroon River (54) - Telgar Weyr (35):
34. Benden Hold (63) - Ruatha (25)
35. Southern Continent (Sp4) - Big Bay Hold / Far Cry (43)
Enter up to five races and build up to 4 points, not including payments to rivals. Note that we are using Bus
Boss scoring for this game. Please note that all weyrs, except Ista Weyr (41) are mountain towns.

RR Game LXXVII – RR2379PE – Pern Map – Round Ten
APT:
DRAGON:
F’ARTED:
THREAD:

No builds
No builds
(Fork Hold) – K39 – J38 – I38 – H37
(I15) - Plateau: (I15) - - - J15 - K16 - L15 - M16 - N15

The fifth set of races is.
29. Ista Hold (42) - Nerat (66):
30. Telgar Weyr (35) - Eastern Ring Islands (Sp6)
31. Telgar Weyr (36) - Half Circle Sea Hold (65):
32. Ruatha (25) - High Reaches Weyr (15)
33. Miners Hall (Sp2) - Southern Boll (23):
34. Igen Weyr (52) - Ista Weyr (41)
35. High Reaches Weyr (14) - Plains Hold / Keroon River (54): 23. Keroon (46) - Fort Weyr (21)
Enter up to five races, plus races 23 and build up to 6 points, not including payments to rivals. Note that we are
using Bus Boss scoring for this game. Please note that all weyrs, except Ista Weyr (41) are mountain towns
.
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APT
Andy
Black
22. Star Craft Hall (Sp3) - Bitra
(56)
23. Keroon (46) - Fort Weyr (21)
24. Ogren / Green Fields (32) Fork Hold / Valley Hold (55)
25. Campbells Hold / Southern
Telgar (44) - Crom (33)
26. High Reaches Hold (13) Harper Hall (Sp1)
27. Fort Hold (24) - Benden
Hold (63)
28. Sattle / Gar (16) - Last Hold
/ Greystones (64)

32
DRAGON
Judy
Gold
16
+2+3

F’ARTED
Bob
Red
5
-2

THREAD
Richard
Blue
9
-3

5
-2
13
-4-2

16
-5

9
-2+5
12
-4+3+2

No entrants

+2+2
5
+4–3+4
30
-3

+1
+3

Last Turn
Points from Races
Builds

155
44

190
32

Points Total

199

222

20
-1
20
-3-6
211
44
-4
+2-1
252

+3
10
10
+6
196
60
-8
-2+1
247

RR Game LXXVII – RR2380PE – Pern Map – Round Ten
Correction
FOOR should have earned 86 points from the races last round, not 78 as reported.

22. Southern Boll (23) - Plains
Hold / Keroon River (54)
23. Eastern Ring Islands (Sp6)
- Ista Weyr (41)
24.High Reaches Hold (13) Igen Weyr (51)
25. Nerat (66) - Fort Weyr (22)

WR
Natalie
Blue
9
+9

RIDE
Brad
Brown
5

5
-1-3

16
+1–1-3
30
-3
10
-3-3

+3+1

+3+1
20
+8

9

5

Last Turn
Points from Races
Correction
Builds

124
31

204
56

160
71

Points Total

155

-8
-3
249

231

WR:
GREEN:

FOOR
Martin
Red

30

+3
26. High Reaches Weyr (15) Telgar Weyr (35)
27. Ogren / Green Fields (32) Ista Hold (42)
28. Far West Continent (Sp5) Last Hold / Greystones (64)

GREEN
Roger
Green
16
-9

No builds
(K30) - - - K31 - - - K32: (N31) – N32 - N33

9
+3

20
+3-1
10
-8
16

264
52
+8
+3
327
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No builds
No builds

The fifth set of races is.
29. Tillek (11) - Keroon (46):
30. High Reaches Weyr (14) - Star Craft Hall (Sp3)
31. Fort Hold (24) - Big Bay Hold / Far Cry (43):
32. Fort Weyr (21) - Miners Hall (Sp2)
34. Benden Weyr (62) - Nabol (31):
35. Igen Hold (53) - Crom (33)
35. Half Circle Sea Hold (65) - Fork Hold / Valley Hold (55)
Enter up to five races, plus races 11 and 14 and build up to 8 points, not including payments to rivals. Note that
we are using Bus Boss scoring for this game. Please note that all weyrs, except Ista Weyr (41) are mountain
towns.

RR Game LXXVIII – RR2403OT – Otago and Southland Map – Round Eight
Correction
OTB2D3DM should have paid 4 to NNA for his build C35 – C34 – Waihao Downs last round (1 for connection at
C34 and 3 for parallel build into Waihao Downs).

8. Mosgiel (42) Oamaru (53)
9. Middlemarch (56) Winton (16)
10. Coal (Sp3) Waikaia / Waikaka (25)
11. Riversdale (24) Waikouaiti (45)
12. Lawrence (36) Ohai (15)
13. Queenstown /
Hawea (66) - Lime
(Sp4)
14. Clyde (64) Balclutha (34)
Last Turn
Points from Races
Corrections
Builds
Points Total
OTB2D3DM
GREEN
MOA
MAR
PINOT and NNA

OTB2D3DM
Brendan
Blue
20
+6–3+1

GREEN
Roger
Green
10
-6+2

MOA
Bob
Brown

+2+3
0
+2+2
0
+1

15
-1

+2

MAR
Michael
Red
+3
20
-3-3
0
-2+1-1
10
-2
10
+2

20
+8
10

NNA
Jon
Black
0
-1-2

10
-2+3
15
-2+1
20

0
-1

20
-2
10
-8

0

20
-5

+5
96.5
30
-4
- 10
-1-1
110.5

PINOT
Steve
Orange

49
27

98.5
42

115
50

38
65

- 10
+6+2
74

- 10
-6-1
123.5

-9
+1–2-2
153

0
+2
105

50
-4
+4
0
+1+1
52

(Waikaia) - S12 - S11 - - -S10 - - - Lumsden: (Y10) - Y9 - Z9.
(E57) - - - D57 - - - D56 – D55 – D54 - D53: (D54) – Edendale.
(H25) – Ranfurly – J26 – J27 – Hyde – L27 – M26 – N26 – Middlemarch:
(H26) – H27 – G27.
(W20) – X21 – Y21 – Z22 - A62: (X24) –Y23: (Y16) - X17; (Z7) – A46 – B46 – Riverton.
No builds

The third set of races is.
15. Palmerston (46) - Matuara / Kaitangata (32):
16. Lumsden (23) - Waimate (51)
17. Ida Valley / Ophir (61) - Port Chalmers (44):
18. Kurow / Waihao Downs (52) - North (Sp1)
19. Tuatepere (14) - Roxburgh (62): 20. Bluff (11) - Mossburn (22):
21. Gold (Sp6) - Clinton (33)
Enter up to five races and built up to 8 points.
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RR Game LXXIX – RR2405BO - Bolivia Map – Round Seven
GREEN
Roger
Green
1. Riberalta (12) - Concepcion
(52)
2. Argentina (Sp4) - Oruro (34)
3. Cobija (11) - Magdalena
(23)
4. Ascension de Guarayas (51)
- Arquile (44)
5. San Borja (24) - Camiri (62)

USELESS
PHRYGIA
Dane
Chris
Red
Purple
20
-6
+6
10
-4
Race not possible

LLAMA
Richard
Blue

20
+4

20
10
-6

20
+6

6. Guaqui (31) - Potosi (46)

20

7. Tarija (64) - Chile (Sp5)

20

Last Turn
Points from Races
Builds
Points Total
Green:
USELESS:
Phrygia:
LLAMA:

65
4
- 12
-2+1-2
54

51
26
- 10
+6-1
72

56
46
- 12
+2 -1 + 1 – 2 + 1
91

76
64
+2+2-1
143

(W36) - W37 - Villa Montes - - - V38 – U39 - T39 - S39 – R39 - Q40 - P39:
(El Alto) - F22.
(Puerto Heath) - - - E10 – E9 – E8 - E7 – COBIJA: (L18) – K19 – J19 - I20.
(F22) - El Alto; (U26) - V26: (Ascension de Guarayos) - - - V19 - U19 - T18 - S19:
(S27) – S26 – S25 – S24 – Yapacani.
(El Alto) - - - La Paz: (E21) - D20 - - - D19 - - - E19 - F18 - G18.

The second set of races is.
8. Uyuni (61) - San Jose de Chiquitos (54):
9. Villazon (63) - El Alto (32)
10. Guayaramerin (13) - La Paz (33):
11. Brazil South (Sp2) - Santa Cruz (43)
13. San Ignacio de Velasco (53) - Santa Ana del Yacuma (22): 12. Montero (41) - Apoio (15):
14. Paraguay (Sp6) - Yacapani (26):
3. Cobija (11) - Magdalena (23)
Enter up to four races, plus race 3, and built up to 10 points.

RR Game LXXX – RR2450CH – China Map – Game Start
ROGER
Roger Trethewey
Green

1a) 6. (Hong Kong) – F22 – G22 - H21 - I22 – J21 - K21,
1b) 4. (G22) – KWANGCHOW: (K21) - - - L20,
1c) 4. (L20) - - - M20 – HENYANG.
BANK: 20 + 6 + 6 = 32

TEA
Richard Smith
Yellow

1a) 6. (Teintsin) - Q62 - R62 - R63 - R64 - R65 - S66,
1b) 4. (S66) - T66 - U66 – CHINCHOW, (1 short)
1c) 4. (Chinchow) - V67 - W68: (Teintsin) - Q61 - Beijing
BANK: 20 + 6 = 26

PEAR
Kev Lee
Pink

1a) 6. (Foochow) – O30 – O29 – O28 - - - O27,
1b) 4. (O27) - - - O26 – P25,
1c) 4. (P25) – Q25 – R24 - S24 – NANCHANG.
BANK: 20 + 6 + 1 (再没有名字)= 26
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CH
Bob Pitman
Red

1a) 6. (Shanghai) – A71 – B70 – B69 – B68 – NANKING: (Shanghai) – Z31,
1b) 4. (Nanking) - - - B66 - A66,
1c) 4. (A66) – Z25 – Y25 - X24; (Z31) – Y31
BANK: 20 + 6 = 26

EIGHT
Steve Guest
Orange

1a) 6. (Luta) - R69 - S70 - T69 - U70 – ANSHAN - W70,
1b) 4. (W70) - X69 - X68 - X67 - X66,
1c) 4. (X66) - W66 – Chinchow: (X69) – SHENYANG - Y71.
BANK: 20 + 6 + 6 = 32

CB
Arthur Owen
Black

1a) 6. (Tsingtao) – K67 – K66 – K65 – K64 – TSINAN – J63,
1b) 4. (J63) – I64 – H64 – G65 – SUCHOW,
1c) 4. (Suchow) – F63 – F62 – F61 – F60.
BANK: 20 + 6 + 6 = 32

PANDA
John Walker
Blue

1a) 6. (Zhanjiang) - C16 – C15 - C14 – D13 – NANNING - E12,
1b) 4. (E12) – F11 - G11 - G10 - H9,
1c) 4. (H9) - I9 - J9 - K9 – KWEIYANG.
BANK: 20 + 6 + 6 = 32

再没有名字
Jon Carter
Brown

1a) 6. (Amoy) - K29 - L28 - M28 - N27: (L28) - L27 - K27,
1b) 4. (N27) - - - N26: (K27) - J26,
1c) 4. (N26) - - -O26: (J26) - J25.
BANK: 20 – 1 (PEAR) = 19
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The map is available at https://variablepig.org/maps/rr/chinaRR.pdf. The second set of die rolls are 2a) 5, 2b) 4
and 2c) 5.

RR Game LXXXI – RR2451OR – Oregon Map – Game Start
IWW
Brad Martin
Blue

1a) 5. (Roseburg) - I7 – J7 – K8 – L8 - M9,
1b) 6. (M9) – N9 - A50: (L8) – EUGENE: (A50) - B50 – C49 - D49,
1c) 5. (Roseburg) – G7 - F6 – E7 – GRANTS PASS: (D49) – Salem.
BANK: 20 + 6 + 6 = 32

ROGER
Roger Trethewey
Green

1a) 5. (Portland H50) – G50 – F49 - SALEM - D48 – ALBANY,
1b) 6. (Albany) – B49 - A50 - A51; (F49) – G49 – FORREST GROVE - I48,
1c) 5. (A51) - - - A52; (I48) - J48 - K48.
BANK: 20 + 3 + 3 + 3 – 3 (HEART) = 26

ORE
John Marsden
Orange

1a) 5. (Pendleton) – J63 - HERMISTON – I63 – H62 - G62,
1b) 6. (G62) - G61 – CONDON – E60 – D59 – C59 - B58,
1c) 5. (B58) - B57 – A57 – N16 - BEND: (B57) - B56.
BANK: 20 + 3 + 3 + 6 = 32

HEART
Steve Ham
Purple

1a) 5. (Portland H50) – G50 – F49 - SALEM - D48 – ALBANY,
1b) 6. (Albany) – B49 - A50 - A51 - - - A52,
1c) 5. (A52) - - - - - A53,
BANK: 20 + 3 + 3 + 3 (ROGER) = 29

The second set of die rolls are 2a) 4, 2b) 4 and 2c) 4. The map is available at
https://variablepig.org/maps/rr/OregonRR.pdf.

RR Game LXXXII – RR2448HN – Honduras Map – Game Start
The start positions are as follows –
Richard Smith

Company Name: Honduras Overground Railway Network (HORN)
Start: Choluteca (2nd)
Colour: Blue
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Christian Bien

Company Name: Bien's International Express Network (BIEN)
Start: Catacamas (3rd)
Colour: Orange

Roger Trethewey

Company Name: Railway Over Guatemala Ever Rugged (ROGER)
Start: Puerto Cortes (1st)
Colour: Green

Martin Walker

Company Name: Cheap Easily Navigated Trains (CENT)
Start: Santa Barbara (1st)
Colour: Black

The map is available at https://variablepig.org/maps/rr/hondurasrr.html. The first set of die rolls are 1a) 6, 1b) 3
and 1c) 5.

*****

Robo Rally 5
Round Seven
Baymax decided to push Big Data around while he charged east, but his opponent eventually slipped away.
Dalekbot finally tagged his second flag, joining the two-flag club with many others. HBZS#1 has his third flag in
his sights although it’s still some way away.

Phase A
Robot
Robbie
Cannon Fodder
Mario Androidi
Big Data
Dalekbot
Baymax
HBZS#1
BluBOTtle

Card
740 2F
500 1F
470 BU
300 RT
260 RT
090 LT
040 UT
-

Start
D27W
E18S
K16N
A26N
E20W
A27N
B21W
K17N

End
D26W
F18S
L16N
A26E
E20N
A27W
B21E
K17N

Final
D26W
F20S
L16N
A26E
E20N
A27W
B21E
K17N

Actions
Blocked by wall
Conveyed to F20S
Shoots and shot by Baymax
Shoots and shot by Big Data
Power Down
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Phase B
Robot
Baymax
Dalekbot
HBZS#1
Mario Androidi
Robbie
Cannon Fodder
Big Data
BluBOTtle

Card
670 2F
550 1F
440 BU
320 RT
200 RT
150 LT
120 RT
-

Start
A27W
E20N
B21E
L16N
D26W
F20S
A24E
K17N

End
A25W
D20N
B20E
L16E
D26N
F20E
A24S
K17N

Final
A25W
D20N
B20E
L16E
D26N
F22E
A24S
K17N

Actions
Pushes Big Data to A24E. Shoots Big Data
Shoots HBZS#1
Shot by Dalekbot

Card
820 3F
610 1F
580 1F
410 LT
270 LT
220 RT
170 LT
-

Start
A25W
D26N
A21S
L16E
F22E
B20E
D20N
K17N

End
A22W
C26N
B21S
L16N
F22N
B20S
D20W
K17N

Final

Actions
Pushes Big Data to A21S

F24N

Conveyed to F24N
Shoots Dalekbot
Shot by HBZS#1
Power Down

Card
830 3F
750 2F
700 2F
650 1F
640 1F
630 1F
520 1F
-

Start
F24N
B21S
A22W
L16N
B20S
D20W
C26N
K17N

End
C24N
B21S
A20W
K16N
C20S
D19W
B26N
K17N

Final
C24N
B21S
A20W
K16N
C20S
D19W
B26N
K17N

Actions
Shot twice by board lasers
Blocked by wall

Card
800 3F
760 2F
600 1F
540 1F
160 RT
140 RT
030 UT
-

Start
K16N
A20W
C20S
C24N
D19W
B21S
B26N
K17N

End
H16N
A18W
D20S
B24N
D19N
B21W
B26S
K17N

Final
H16N
A18W
D20S
B24N
D19N
B21W
B26S
K17N

Actions

Conveyed to F22E
Shot by Baymax
Power Down

Phase C
Robot
Baymax
Robbie
Big Data
Mario Androidi
Cannon Fodder
HBZS#1
Dalekbot
BluBOTtle
Phase D
Robot
Cannon Fodder
Big Data
Baymax
Mario Androidi
HBZS#1
Dalekbot
Robbie
BluBOTtle

Tags flag 1
Power Down

Phase E
Robot
Mario Androidi
Baymax
HBZS#1
Cannon Fodder
Dalekbot
Big Data
Robbie
BluBOTtle

Power Down

A reminder, the movement order is as follows.
Robots move according to the card for the phase. Higher priority cards go first.
Express conveyor belts move one square.
Express conveyor belts move their second movement.
Normal Conveyor belts perform their one movement.
Pushers push one square if active this phase.
Gears turn 90 degrees.
Crushers crush if active this phase.
Board-mounted AND robot-mounted laser beams damage robots.
Checkpoints touched.
After the fifth phase, all robots on checkpoints or repair sites are repaired.
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Status Report
Player

Robot

Andy York
Steve Ham

Dalekbot
Cannon
Fodder
HBZS#1
Mario Androidi
Baymax
Robbie
BluBOTtle
Big Data

Bob Pitman
Chris Hibbert
Bob Gingell
Michael Pargman
Brendan Whyte
Richard Smith

Location

Damage

Archive

Flags Registered

1
3

Lives
Lost
0
0

D19N
B24N

K21
K21

1, 2
1, 2

D20S
H16N
A18W
B26S
K17N
B21W

1
3
1
2
0
4

0
0
0
2
0
0

D27
K21
A27
D27
K21
B2

1, 3
2
1, 3
1, 3
1, 2
-

Press
HBZS#1

Hi-Ho Silver AWAY!

Baymax
I was very lucky to have drawn a high numbered 3F in Round 6, but for Round 7 need
an LT to start getting away.
Whinges
Robbie
Life is unfair. If I had just not given a thought to other players I would have been alive
and long gone on the south side of the map.
Questions
Chris Hibbert
While researching the rules this turns, I noticed that the html version is from an inferior
scan. Here are two problems in the last bullet on "Information received each Turn". I suspect running the text
through a spell checker (or pasting it into Google docs) would show more errors. The rules say: "If less than five
cards are given, some cards from last turn are locked (and are RELIORTED to everyone). Note some optional
WEALIONS may mean cards are locked before damage is greater than 4."
Richard Smith
The rules were OCRd 20+ years ago as only a paper copy was available (the
electronic copy had gone to Silicon Heaven for some reason or other). Looks like a few OCR glitches were
missed (such as p -> li). I have fixed these and also altered the capitalisation of Roborally to RoboRally (and
this should show than the new version has loaded in the browser, if not press F5).
P.S. The lo-tech HTML editor I use doesn't have a spell checker, and whilst it is simple enough to paste from
the browser into MS Word (which is what I just did) it's not something I often do. I do check all the pages for
HTML errors with https://validator.w3.org/ and they've all got reasonable SEO - at least a title and description of
the recommended length. More advanced SEO checkers like https://www.seowebpageanalyzer.com/ do reveal
other issues - it scores the RoboRally page at 54% and tells me the word "robot" appears 71 times.
P.P.S. Rules from old sources have been more of a problem for out-of-date content - for example, the Breaking
Away and Snakes and Ladders pages were made from superseded versions (and had to be redone), and the
Railway Rivals page was not consistent with the actual house rules (and had to be tweaked).

*****

Snowball Fighting 5
Game End Statements
Richard Smith (Simon the Snowflake, 4th)
10 points is not bad considering my lack of defensive tactics. I
wonder if it's PC for older people to mock younger people for being too PC?
Bob Pitman (Walter Whiteout, 2nd)
Not sure if the “breaking bad” theme came across! Snow, Blue
sky… the narcolepsy being a reference to me forgetting to order first moves! Anyway, it was a good game and
well won by Texas! I’ll play it again next time. Thanks for running it!
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Bob Gingell (Icy Yew, 2nd)
A final round disaster but it was a risky gamble that I might hit
Walter while he was sure to be running away. Congratulations to Andy for accurate hurling and a very effective
game.
Andy York (Texas Tornado, 1st)
Wow didn't expect my slow-going approach was going to take
the medal (ok, a high-five, not being the Olympic version). Just basically beyond the one attempt with the
snowman's head (as memory serves), just a routine of making snowballs and tossing them managed to eke out
the win. Thanks to Jim for running this fun little game and for the others for not tossing more snow in my
direction. I don't suspect that'll be the case next time.
Jim Reader (GM)
It’s a shame there weren’t a few more players, as this game is
more enjoyable with more involved. However, it was a good game with some interesting tactics on show. I was
a little surprised that the Texas Tornado wasn’t targeted more, but he was a little a bit further away, so missed
many of the “target nearest” orders. Thanks to everyone for playing and congratulations once more to Andy.

*****

Sopwith T-365VP
Round Twenty-Four
I mixed up the moves for the Gossamer Heron and Cameltoe, although their moves were correctly listed in the
table. A corrected report was sent to all the active players by email. My thanks to Chris Hibbert for letting me
know about the mistake so quickly.
The Gossamer Heron was in a tight spot but once more he managed to evade damage as The Ode-Ace-ious
One threaded a needle with two shots between his two remaining opponents. Both aces managed to
intentionally stall their planes.
Pilot
2 Gossamer Heron
Chris Hibbert
Start: A1
3

Cameltoe (ACE)
John Walker
Start: A10

5

The Ode-ace-ious One
John Marsden
Start: S19

1

Avey Ate Her
Brendan Whyte
Start: J1
The Mystery Pilot (ACE)
Brad Martin
Start: J19
Red Baron
Arthur Owen
Start: S10

4

6

Starts
21) M10SE
22) O13SE
23) O16SE
24) P18SW
21) F3SW
22) H6SE
23) J9SE
24) M12SE
21) R18SE
22) S19
23) S19
24) R16NW

Moves
21) A – A – LS
22) LS – LS – LS, fR
23) LS – LS – RT
24) RT – A - RS
21) LT – LS - A
22) LS – A – A
23) A – A – A
24) A – O - O
21) A – land
22) Repair
23) A – A – RT, fR
24) LS, A (fA, fR), O (fR)

Ends
21) O13SE
22) O16SE
23) P18SW
24) O15W
21) H6SE
22) J9SE
23) M12SE
24) N13SE
21) S19
22) S19
23) R16NW
24) Q14NW

Rules for this game are available on-line at http://www.fwtwr.com/sopstats/rules.htm.

A:D:P
2:7:4

15:12:7

12:6:12

Shot down
turn 15, 6
points
Shot down
turn 10
11 points
Shot down
turn 4
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3
2

5

*****

SPACEFILLER QUIZ - Name the Bassists
Below is a list of 20 songs considered to have some of the best bass riffs ever in them. You get 2 points for
naming the bassist, and a consolation 1 point if you only know the group.
For example: Orgone Accumulator (1973) - Lemmy scores 2, Hawkwind scores 1 and Lemmy
(Hawkwind) scores 2 not 3. Answers to Richard who can just about play the opening bars of the first two.
1) Another One Bites The Dust (1980)
2) The Chain (1977)
3) Come Together (1969)
4) Come As You Are (1992)
5) Dazed and Confused (1969)
6) Give It Away (1991)
7) Good Times (1979)
8) Hysteria (2003)
9) Lessons in Love (1986)
10) London Calling (1980)

11) The Lovecats (1983)
12) Money (1973)
13) My Generation (1965)
14) N.I.B. (1970)
15) Orion (1986)
16) Schism (2001)
17) School Days (1976)
18) Teen Town (1977)
19) Walking on the Moon (1979)
20) YYZ (1980)
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Issue 40
I have a new game, which I’ll share with you in a few issues time once it has been play tested. But something
struck me while that I’d be interested to see if anyone could contradict. The game contains possibly the oldest
and youngest active players in the PBM community. Alan Parr (75) and Cian Owen (?).
Tactical Sumo 2 - Battle of the Owens
After a bit of posturing to the crowd, both fighters square up. Arthur makes a surprise move (Yori), catching
Ian (2) off guard. Arthur gains a slight advantage. The first player to move their opponent past 8 wins.
8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

AO

1

IO

3

4

5

6

7

8

For the next turn, one card needs to be played from your remaining cards.
Arthur 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
Ian 1, 3. 4, 5, 6
Please bear in mind if you provide a number and you have selected a tactical card, that will be played.
I’ve just started a game of Tactical Sumo myself GM’d by Tom. I always had a feeling this game wasn’t quite
right. I think I’ve worked out how it would work better. I shall enlighten you once this game has concluded. If
anyone has any thoughts on what they would like incorporated, I’ll see if it fits with my plans.
NRICH Central 1 of 10 - A couple of entrants. A good start, but who gets the first point?
Numbers played Steve = 2 36 Richard = 44 57
Total = 139 / 4 = 34.75 So Steve is the closest and gets the point.
You can now see how it works. I would encourage a couple of more players to give it a go, as it’s a good entry
level game, so is an easy one for any new players! to try. It worked for me. Remember you can send standing
orders, so may only need to order once. Rules are on the Variable Pig website.
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on-the-shelf
vol. XVI, no. 54
24 January 2021
Brought to you by Tom Howell: off-the-shelf at olympus.net. Welcome to on-the-shelf, volume XVI, number 54.

Game Opening: Breaking Away! I have not received a starting lineup from Arthur Owen, so the
space is open to the first player who sends me a starting lineup for the Breaking Away! game.

Where in the World is Kendo Nagasaki?
New players welcome anytime. Game goes 10 rounds, unless won earlier.

Round 1:
Bob Gingell
Steve Guest
Chris Hibbert
Dane Maslen
Bob Pitman
Jim Reader

Mary Seacole (1805-1881)
Richard Osman (1970- )
Robert Maynard Pirsig (1928-2017)
Michael Balls (1938- )
Sir Edmund Hillary (1919-2008)
Paul Zoungrana (1917-2000)

Sevastopol
(44.583332, 33.516666)
Baikonur, Kazakhstan
(37.616667, 63.316666)
Balti, Moldova
(47.7667, 27.9167)
Pelotas, Brazil
(-31.771944, -52.3425)
Aswan, Egypt
(24.088889, 32.899723)
Mount Lidgbird,
(-31.55, 159.083328)
Lord Howe Island, Australia
Richard Smith Kevin Bacon (1958- )
Two Egg, Florida, USA
(30.852778, -85.076385)
Martin Walker Taylor Swift (1989- )
Madras, India
(13.083333, 80.266667)
Brendan Whyte Anne Bancroft (1931-2005)
Beverley Hills*, USA
(34.081, -118.397919)
* specifically: 607 North Palm Drive
Public response to player with closest guess: As have you, I have performed more than one occupation within our
respective fields.

Round 2:
None of you are closer than any of the others to Kendo’s hiding place; and none of you are any farther than any of the
others. Some of you might want to diversify the locational part of your guesses.
Bob Gingell
William Shakespeare (1564-1616)
Yekaterinburg, Russia
(56.833333, 60.583333)
Steve Guest
Jared Kushner (1981- )
Yekaterinburg, Russia
(56.833333, 60.583333)
Chris Hibbert Donald Roller Wilson (1938- )
Yekaterinburg, Russia
(56.833333, 60.583333)
Dane Maslen Red Rum (1965-1995)
Yekaterinburg, Russia
(56.833333, 60.583333)
Bob Pitman
Sebastian Coe (1956- )
Yekaterinburg, Russia
(56.833333, 60.583333)
Jim Reader
Tang Yin (1470-1524)
Yekaterinburg, Russia
(56.833333, 60.583333)
Richard Smith Charles Babbage (1791-1871)
Yekaterinburg, Russia
(56.833333, 60.583333)
Martin Walker David Bowie (1947-2016)
Yekaterinburg, Russia
(56.833333, 60.583333)
Brendan Whyte Tim the Yowie Man (unknown- )
Yekaterinburg, Russia
(56.833333, 60.583333)
Public response to player with closest guess: One of you is faster afoot than I; but he's also faster afoot than all the rest of
you. Restated: One of you is of a different species than I; but he’s also of a different species than all the rest of you.

Round 3:
Bob Gingell
Kathrine Switzer (1947- )
Kathmandu
(27.7, 85.333333)
Steve Guest
Alfred Bester (1913-1987)
El Tigre, Venezuela
(8.89, -64.26)
Chris Hibbert Donald Roller Wilson (1938- )
Chiang Mai, Thailand
(18.795279, 98.998611)
Dane Maslen Billie Jean King (1943- )
Amarillo, Texas, USA
(35.199165, -101.845276)
Bob Pitman
Alfred Wainwright (1907-1991)
Wales, Alaska, USA
(65.612222, -168.089172)
Jim Reader
Andy Green (1962- )
Puerto Natales, Chile
(-51.733333, -72.516667)
Richard Smith Steven Wilson (1967- )
Santiago de Compostela, Spain (42.877778, -8.544444)
Martin Walker Tony Blair (1953- )
Hanoi, Vietnam
(21.033333, 105.849999)
Brendan Whyte Carl Lewis (1961- )
Yekaterinburg, Russia
(56.833333, 60.583333)
Public response to player with closest guess: You are between two and two-and-a-half times my age.

Round 4:
Bob Gingell
Steve Guest
Chris Hibbert
Dane Maslen
Bob Pitman
Jim Reader
Richard Smith

John Lennon (1940-1980)
Hari Kondabolu (1982- )
Sidney Crosby (1987- )
Emma Watson (1990- )
Mark Zuckerberg (1984- )
Michael Strahan (1971- )
Miley Cyrus (1992- )

in Singapore
in Long Apu, Malaysia
in Singapore
in Phnom Penh, Cambodia
in Corregidor Is., Philippines
in New York City, NY, USA
in Manila, Philippines

(1.283333, 103.833333)
(3.133333, 114.816667)
(1.283333, 103.833333)
(11.55, 104.916667)
(14.385556, 120.573059)
(40.7127, -74.005898)
(14.583333, 120.966667)
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Martin Walker Justin Timberlake (1981- )
in Singapore
Brendan Whyte Black Caviar (2006- )
in Gaborone, Botswana
Public response to player with closest guess: Wrong gender
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(1.283333, 103.833333)
(-24.658056, 25.912222)

Round 5:
Bob Gingell
Scarlett Johansson (1984- )
in Jakarta, Indonesia
(-6.2, 106.816667)
Steve Guest
Imelda Therinne (1982- )
in Jakarta, Indonesia
(-6.2, 106.816667)
Chris Hibbert Brooke Sweat (1986- )
in Taiping, Malaysia
(4.85, 100.733333)
Dane Maslen Emma Watson (1990- )
in Hiroshima, Japan
(34.385277, 132.455276)
Bob Pitman
Ed Sheeran (1991- )
in Sukhothai Historical Park, Thailand (17.021111, 99.703611)
Jim Reader
Pete Davidson (1993- )
in Medan, Sumatra, Indonesia
(3.583333, 98.666667)
Richard Smith Miley Cyrus (1992- )
in Kuching, Malaysia
(1.561111, 110.341667)
Martin Walker Madonna (1958- )
in Jakarta, Indonesia
(-6.2, 106.816667)
Brendan Whyte Phar Lap (1926-1932)
in Johor Bahru, Malaysia
(1.455556, 103.761111)
Public response to player with closest guess: You found my birthplace.

Round 6:

Bob Gingell
Vivien Yeo (1984- )
in Johor Bahru, Malaysia
Steve Guest
Sarah Lian (1983- )
in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Chris Hibbert
Agnes Monica Muljoto*
in Palembang, Indonesia
Dane Maslen
Joko Widodo (1961- )
in Palembang, Indonesia
Bob Pitman
Kristin Kreuk (1982- )
in Anak Krakatoa, Indonesia
Jim Reader
Elizabeth Jimie (1992- )
in Pontianak, Indonesia
Richard Smith Agnes Monica Muljoto*
in Christmas Island
Martin Walker Michelle Yeoh (1962- )
in Ipoh, Malaysia
Brendan Whyte Adam Lindsay Gordon** in Coleraine, Australia
* Muljoto (1986- );
** Gordon (1833-1870)

(1.455556, 103.761111)
(3.147778, 101.695278)
(-2.986111, 104.755556)
(-2.986111, 104.755556)
(-6.101944, 105.423056)
(-0.020556, 109.341389)
(-10.483333, 105.63333)
(4.597222, 101.075)
(-37.6, 141.7)

Public response to player with closest guess: You are a couple of years older, and your occupation
makes you more publicly visible than I.

Rounds 17 & 18

Snakes and Ladders

Just for Richard

Those two rounds were exciting, at least for me! At least one of you found a snake, a ladder or a
trapdoor which took you to one of the other two. You all have a new set of die rolls for turn 19, so
send your best and a trapdoor nomination.
+---------+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+-----+-----+-----+-----+
|
| R1 | R2 | R3 | R4 | R5 | R6 | R7 | R8 | R9 | R10 | R11 | R12 | R13 |
+---------+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+-----+-----+-----+-----+
| Richard | 3 | 7 | 29 | 34 | 40 | 59 | 63 | 64 | 67 | 73 | 75 | 80 | 81 |
| John
| 36 | 39 | 45 | 50 | 51 | 48 | 51 | 55 | 56 | 62 | 64 | 69 | 71 |
| Roger
| 3 | 5 | 6 | 10 | 16 | 51 | 75 | 70 | 75 | 81 | 84 | 67 | 59 |
| Bob
| 36 | 3 | 29 | 33 | 39 | 59 | 64 | 67 | 81 | 88 | 78 | 84 | 89 |
| Judy
| 4 | 6 | 9 | 14 | 19 | 19 | 51 | 44 | 49 | 75 | 54 | 44 | 49 |
| Martin | 5 | 11 | 12 | 16 | 18 | 51 | 55 | 44 | 45 | 51 | 54 | 59 | 62 |
| Steve
| 5 | 6 | 10 | 16 | 19 | 51 | 56 | 44 | 29 | 33 | 39 | 59 | 64 |
| Brendan | 1 | 6 | 29 | 32 | 36 | 59 | 43 | 48 | 51 | 75 | 81 | 67 | 70 |
| Chris
| 3 | 4 | 9 | 11 | 15 | 51 | 22 | 10 | 16 | 19 | 51 | 55 | 60 |
+---------+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+-----+-----+-----+-----+
+---------+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+
|
| R14 | R15 | R16 | R17 | R18 |
+---------+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+
| Richard | 88 | 89 | 88 | 94 | 99 |
During turn 17, at least one
| John
| 74 | 78 | 88 | 89 | 88 |
trapdoor opened.
| Roger
| 70 | 74 | 80 | 81 | 84 |
| Bob
| 70 | 59 | 62 | 81 | 82 |
| Judy
| 75 | 91 | 87 | 81 | 82 |
| Martin | 81 | 67 | 81 | 88 | 81 |
During turn 18, at least one
| Steve
| 70 | 74 | 75 | 78 | 80 |
trapdoor opened.
| Brendan | 71 | 73 | 70 | 75 | 70 |
| Chris
| 84 | 88 | 81 | 82 | 67 |
+---------+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+
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Machi Koro

Round 7

鎌倆

( Kamakura )

From Round 6: An embezzling bookkeeper at Richard’s Convenience Store has been apprehended, and full
restitution has been made. Half of the recovered funds were used to remodel the purchased Hamburger
Stand into the intended Café.
Roger’s Sushi Bar pays big dividends which he invests in the ability to roll two dice. Steve enlarges his Flower
chain while Richard starts building a sea-going fleet in his Harbor.
Round Seven:
Player

Turn

Roll

Results

Builds

Roger

9

6

No income.

Soda Bottling Plant

Richard

9

1

Roger receives three coins from Richard for his
Sushi Bar; Richard receives two, everyone else
one coin from Wheat Fields.

Mackerel Boat

Steve

9

1

Roger receives three coins from Steve for his
Sushi Bar; Richard receives two, everyone else
one coin from Wheat Fields.

Flower Shop

Roger

10

4

Roger receives 3 coins from his Convenience
Store; Steve receives 1 from his Corn Field and
3 from his Flower Orchards.

Train Station

Status Table
Player

Coins Buildings

Landmarks

Roger Trethewey

7

Wheat Field, Sushi Bar, Bakery (2), Café (2),
City Hall, Harbor, Train
Convenience Store, Forest, Furniture Factory, Soda Station
Bottling Plant

Richard Smith

2

Wheat Field (2), Ranch, Bakery (2), Café,
Convenience Store, Forest, French Restaurant,
Mackerel Boat

City Hall, Harbor

Steve Ham

14

Wheat Field, Bakery, Corn Field, Flower Orchard
(3), Flower Shop (4+1)

City Hall

Player order for round eight will be Richard, Steve, Roger, Richard. Remember: if you get to your buy phase with
no coins, your City Hall will give you one.
I will assume you are rolling a single die (d6) unless you have a Train Station AND tell me you want to roll two dice.
Otherwise, rules as per the game rulebook.
The Market Place sees a heavy shift in the direction of Eating Establishments and their supporting businesses.
For round eight, please tell me which establishment you wish to purchase from the following market place:

Market Place (numbers in parentheses are the quantity on offer), {numbers in brackets are the cost}:
Café (2) {2}

Ranch (1) {1}

Restaurant (1) {3} Cheese Factory (2) {5}
TV Station (2) {7}

Sushi Bar (2) {4}

Bakery (1) {1}

Wheat Field (1) {1}

Produce Market
(2) {2}

Hamburger Stand (1) {1}

Food Warehouse
(1) {2}

Business Center (1) {8}

off the Reference Shelf
CDs
Dragon’s Kin, by Anne McCaffrey and Todd McCaffrey
The Rule of One, by Ashley Saunders & Leslie Saunders
The A List, by J. A. Jance
Why We’re Polarized, by Ezra Klein
Our Only Home: A Climate Appeal to the World, by His Holiness the Dalai Lama and Franz Alt
The Upswing: How America Came Together a Century Ago and How We Can Do It Again, by Robert D.
Putnam
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DVDs
Once Upon a Time in ... Hollywood, from Quentin Tarantino
Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band, from Universal Studios; starring Peter Frampton and The Bee Gees.
The Big Boss, aka Fists of Fury, starring Bruce Lee
Game of Death II, starring Bruce Lee

Love Letter – Game 3 – Tempest
A quiet round as only one player is eliminated from one hand: Richard in hand 12. As compensation,
he gets to play in half of the hands this round. Someone nudge John, we don’t want him going to
sleep thinking he doesn’t have enough to do...

Round Five
cardsleft

R5

Jim

John

Richard

Bob

R6

6

Hand 1

(B) K

(G) G

(C)

(S)

6

Hand 2

(G)

(C) G

(H)

6

Hand 3

(S)

(C)

5

Hand 4

(S)

6

Hand 5

6

Jim

John

Richard

Bob

Hand 1

to play

OUT

(G)

Hand 2

to play

(G) G

(G)

Hand 3

(S)

(Pr) (B)

(G) G

Hand 4

to play

(G)(B)

(G) H

(B)

G

Hand 5

OUT

Hand 6

(H)

(C) Pr (B)

(G)

(G)

Hand 6

6

Hand 7

(H)

(H)

(S) G

(G)

Hand 7

-

Hand 8

(B)(C)

(B)(Pcs)

(G)

(H) G

Hand 8

OUT

5

Hand 9

(G)(G)

(Pr)(S) H

(B)

H

Hand 9

OUT

6

Hand 10

(H)

(G) H

(S)

(C)

Hand 10

6

Hand 11

(B)

(G)

(G) Pr (G)

(S)(K)

Hand 11

to play

6

Hand 12

(H)

(G)

G (B)

(S) G

Hand 12

to play

6

Hand 13

(H) C

(G)

(S)

(H)

Hand 13

to play

to play
to play
to play
OUT

OUT

WIN

to play
to play
OUT
OUT
to play

Pcs = Princess, C = Countess, K = King, Pr = Prince, H = Handmaid, B = Baron, S = Spy, G = Guard

Hand 1: John plays a Guard against Jim and guesses that he has the Baron - He does not.
Hand 2: John plays a Guard against Bob and guesses that he has the Spy - He does not.
Hand 3: Richard plays a Guard against Jim and guesses that he has the Baron - He does not.
Hand 4: Bob plays a Guard against Richard and guesses that he has the Countess - He does not.
Hand 5: John plays a Handmaid.
Hand 6: John plays the Prince against John. He turns over the Baron and draws a new card.
Hand 7: Richard plays a Guard against Bob and guesses that he has the Baron - He does not.
Hand 9: John plays a Handmaid.
Hand 10: John plays a Handmaid.
Hand 11: Richard plays the Prince against Richard. He turns over a Guard and draws a new card.
Hand 12: Bob plays a Guard against Richard and guesses that he has the Baron - He does and is OUT!
Hand 13: Jim plays the Countess.
Handmaids currently protect: Hand 2: Richard; Hand 5: John; Hand 6: Jim; Hand 7: Jim, John; Hand 9: John,
Bob; Hand 10: John, Jim; Hand 12: Jim; Hand 13: Bob.
Tokens held: Bob 1,
Jim 0,
Richard 0, & John 0.

In My Neighborhood
A neighbor called one morning last week to ask if it would be ok for someone from Lower Elwha
Wildlife to come up to my place. Sure. They were looking for a 6 year old cougar with an old collar
so they could put a new collar on him. At first they thought he was above and east of my place and
wanted to take a couple of dogs through here so they could tree him and replace his collar. Then the
airplane returned and said he was to our south. They left. As of two days ago they hadn’t re-collared
him, but are still looking. So, no photo of one of the big cats that cruise my neighborhood.
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no. 7

The Celestial Steam Locomotive

A new and totally different subzine with nothing to do with blancmanges
richard530smith@btinternet.com
9th January 2021

This issue's picture is artwork from The Great Brain Robbery by Brian Snoddy. The original is of course,
being a Cheapass game, entirely black and white, I just added a bit of colour with the "flood fill" button.
I do like to have at least one "conversion" game running in my subzine and I'm still hoping for one or two
more to sign up for Feudality, which is a big favourite of mine. Great Brain Robbery, whilst a little flawed,
is another one I've always enjoyed F2F and I think I may have given up on it too soon on the waiting list, so
I'm going to try again. However, I am abandoning Save our Leader as it is no longer topical.
I'm also starting a new game of Crystal Ball (details on next page) despite the possibility of more COVID
postponements. I'm also offering a new all-readerer, this being a conversion of the nerdy TV show Only
Connect. Rules are on the website https://variablepig.org/rules/onlyconnect.html and later in the zine. I
won't start Only Connect unless at least 3 people express interest via the waiting list.
My latest spacefiller puzzle is a crossword based on the Only Connect wall so it has four themes and four
clues for each. It might not actually be in VP 185 depending on page count (it is). As I'm sure you're aware
the Pig is still a slave to the good old divide by four rule for booklet printing. The other puzzle I have in the
tank is about bass players, and I only came up with this because I have recently taken up bass guitar playing,
having purchased an inexpensive electro-acoustic model to learn on. I have been finding it quite enjoyable
once I got used to the long neck (I have short arms) albeit a bit repetitive at times. For recording using a
DAW you can of course play repeated bars just once and copy / paste them - bogus!
Richard

A human brain is 75% water and has the consistency of tofu.
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CRYSTAL BALL 2021 - GAMESTART - SCRY NOW!
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
TB

Sport
Cricket
Rugby
Golf
Snooker
Football
Formula 1
Olympics
Olympics
Tennis
Athletics
Baseball
Boxing
Cricket

Event
India v England test series winner
Six Nations winner
US Masters winner
World championship winner
Euro 2020 winner
British GP winner
UK Gold medals
US Gold medals
US Open winner women's singles
London marathon men's winner
World Series Winner
Fury v Joshua
Total runs scored in world T20 final

Date
Feb - Mar
Feb - Mar
April
April - May
June
July
August
August
September
October
Oct - Nov
TBA
Nov

Richard’s Prediction
India
France
McIlroy
Trump
England ☺
Verstappen
22
44
Halep
Kipchoge
LA Dodgers
Joshua
366 (tie-breaker)

Score 2 points for picking the winner, 1 for runner up except for the two-horse races events (1 and 12)
where it's 2 points or nothing, and draw is an option. For the medals 2 points if within 2, 1 point for within
5. Events are void if not completed by 31st December 2021.
Predictions by the deadline. Note that in a slight change to the rules you can now have up to three changes
during the game at a cost of 1 point each, see https://variablepig.org/rules/crystalball.html

Golden Strider Tarnished V2 - ROUND 6
The revised (much simpler) rules were printed in Variable Pig 177 and are available on the Variable Pig
website at https://variablepig.org/rules/golden.html#tarnished
Arthur Owen, Jim Reader, Steve Ham, John Walker and Bob Gingell are our athlete managers each of whom
has two runners in this race which is 64 squares long.
P
1=
1=
3=
3=
3=
6
7
8=
8=
10

S
21
21
20
20
20
19
17
16
16
12

Runner
Stan Ozolol
Nutkin
Ann Droid
Glen Buterol
Twitchy
Will Do
Mr. Jones
Mr. Smith
Al Berto
S A Lazar

Position 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th+
Bonus

0

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

0

Some runners picked up the pace a little but the pack is still tightly bunched. Will anyone try to break clear
next time? Might they need to not kick too hard to avoid arousing suspicion?
Managers are reminded that all runners holding a /0 card must now play it.
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King of Tokyo - Round 12
Postal rules (3-4 players only) and link to F2F rulebook are available at
https://variablepig.org/rules/kingoftokyo.html .
Rumble Report

Round 12 was the last one where everyone gets one roll as dead monsters affect
the rotation of bouts 1 and 2. Not being dead has become a priority for some as
the health points run low. 20VPs is not likely to happen, most VPs of surviving monster, or being the sole
survivor being the most likely victory criteria in each bout.
Bout 1: Magakitty1 gives Cretosuarus a scratch but fails to depose him.
Bout 2: Cyclops manages to heal 2 points and takes over in Tokyo with just a blink of the eye.
Bout 3: Cretosauraus kicks some butt and manages to heal using a card (hearts don't work in Tokyo)
Bout 4: Brexitator negotiates his way to 10VPs, but only gets a single health point. So he, like the others in
the bout are relieved to know that Megakitty1 is not going next (3C + burrowing = goodnight Kyoto!)
Turn 12 Bouts Table
Bout 1
Megakitty1 rolls 1 ,3, 3, 3, E, E
Megakitty1 rolls 1 ,2, 2, 3, E, H
Megakitty1 rolls [H] 2, 2, C, C, H
Megakitty1 inflicts 2 damage on Cretosaurus who
remains in Tokyo
Megakitty1 heals 2 points

Bout 3
Cretosaurus gains +2VP for remaining in Tokyo
Cretosaurus rolls 1, 2 C, E, H, H
Cretosaurus rolls [C, E] 1, 1, C, E
Cretosaurus rolls [C, C, E, E] 2, C
Cretosaurus inflicts 3 damage on all opponents
Cretosaurus spends 3E to buy Heal card which heals
2 points, save the other 1E for later

Bout 2
Cyclops rolls 2, 2, 3, 3, E, E, E
Cyclops rolls [E, E, E] 1, 3, C
Cyclops rolls [E, E, E] 3, C, H
Cyclops inflicts 1 damage on Cretosaurus who yields
Tokyo (+1VP)
Cyclops heals 1 point
Cyclops spends 2E to heal 1 point via Rapid Healing
and saves 1E for later
Bout 4
Brexitator rolls 1, 2, 2, 2, C, E
Brexitator rolls [2, 2, 2] 1, C, H
Brexitator rolls: [2, 2, 2, H] 2, E
Brexitator gains 3VP for 4 2s
Brexitator inflicts no damage on Megakitty1
Brexitator heals 1 point
Brexitator saves 2E for later

Status Table (italic monster in Tokyo, bold turn is next up)
Turn

Bout 1
Cretosaurus
(Jim Reader)
Cards: Even
Bigger

V H E Bout 2

V H E Bout 3

4

6

0 Brexitator
(John Walker)
Cards: None

8

7

3 Cyclops
8
(Kevin Lee)
Cards: Battery
Monster (2 left)

3

4 Cretosaurus
(Jim Reader)
Cards: Solar
Powered

8

3

3

14

Cyclops
(Kevin Lee)
Cards: None

5

5

6 Cretosaurus
(Jim Reader)
Cards: None

4

5

0 Megakitty1
(Bob Pitman)
Cards: Armor
Plating

4

2

1 Cyclops
(Kevin Lee)
Cards: Energy
Hoarder

7

4

8

15

Megakitty1
(Bob Pitman)
Cards: Jets

0

6

0 Cyclops

5

7

1 Brexitator
(John Walker)
Cards: None

7

6

3 Megakitty1

2

8

0

16

Cretosaurus
(Jim Reader)
Cards: Even
Bigger

4

6

0 Brexitator
(John Walker)
Cards: None

8

7

3 Cretosaurus

3

7

1 Brexitator
(John Walker)
Cards: None

10 4

2

13

(Kevin Lee)
Cards: Rapid
Healing

(Jim Reader)
Cards: None

V H E Bout 4

(Bob Pitman)
Cards:
Burrowing

V H E
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Card Descriptions [Owned by Monsters]
Name
Armor Plating
Battery Monster
Energy Hoarder
Media Friendly
Solar Powered
Burrowing
Jets
Rapid Healing
Spiked Tail
Even Bigger

Type
Keep
Keep
Keep
Keep
Keep
Keep
Keep
Keep
Keep
Keep

Cost
4
3
3
2
2
5
5
3
5
4

Description
No damage when taking exactly 1 damage
6E in reserve, move 2 into bank before turn
get 1V for every 6E in bank at end of turn
+1E when buying cards
+1E if no E at end of turn
+1C on roll when in Tokyo, when yielding new monster gets -1H
No damage when yielding Tokyo
Spend 2E any time to get 1H
+1C if at least 1C rolled
+2H when card bought, can have up to 12H as long as card owned

Turn 13 Bout 1: Cretosaurus (Jim) to play. Cretosaurus (Jim) (+2VP) is in Tokyo. Cards 1-3 on sale, 4-6

reserve (see rules).
#
1
2
3
4
5
6

Name
Tank
Alien Origin
Energy Hoarder
Acid Attack
Poison Quills
Fire Breathing

Type
Discard
Keep
Keep
Keep
Keep
Keep

Cost
4
3
3
6
3
4

Description
+4VP -3H
Power cards cost 1E less to buy
Gain 1 VP for every 6E in hand at end of turn
Add 1C to roll
+2C if 222 or better in numbers
Neighbouring monsters lose 1H if at least 1C rolled

Turn 13 Bout 2: Brexitator (John) to play. Cyclops (Kevin) is in Tokyo. Cards 1-3 on sale, 4-6 reserve (see

rules).
#
1
2
3
4
5
6

Name
Extra Head
Made In A Lab
Energy Drink
Flame Thrower
Jet Fighters
Nuclear Power Plant

Type
Keep
Keep
Keep
Discard
Discard
Discard

Cost
7
2
3
3
5
6

Description
You get 1 extra die
Can buy cards from reserve
Spend 1E to get extra dice roll
All other monsters -2H
+5VP -4H
+2VP +3H

Turn 13 Bout 3: Cyclops (Kevin) (+2E) to play. Cretosaurus (Jim) is in Tokyo. Cards 1-3 on sale, 4-6 reserve

(see rules).
#
1

Name
Shrink Ray

Type
Keep

Cost
6

2
3
4
5
6

Giant Brain
Camouflage
Evacuation Orders
Tank
Freeze Time

Keep
Keep
Discard
Discard
Keep

5
3
7
4
5

Description
Give 1 Shrink Ray token to each monster you wound. At the
beginning of their turn monsters roll 1 die less for each token.
Rolled Hs may be used to remove tokens instead of damage.
1 extra dice roll per turn
Roll die for each H lost, if H rolled do not lose that H
All rival monsters lose 5VP
+4VP -3H
Roll 1,1,1 or more to get extra turn with one less die

Turn 13 Bout 4: Cretosaurus (Jim) to play. Megakitty1 (Bob) is in Tokyo. Cards 1-3 on sale, 4-6 reserve

(see rules).
#
1
2
3
4
5
6

Name
It Has A Child
We're Only Making
It Stronger
Frenzy
Gourmet
Rapid Healing
Gas Refinery

Type
Keep
Keep

Cost
7
3

Description
If you lose all H, lose all VPs and restart on 10H outside Tokyo
When you lose 2H or more gain 1E

Discard
Keep
Keep
Discard

7
4
3
6

Take another turn after this one
2VPs when you roll 111 or better
Spend 2E any time to gain 1H
+2VP all other monsters -3H
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COSMIC CELEBRITY CRICKET - SQUADS AND SEMI-FINALS
The aliens are eager to see who will be entertaining them for the next year or so, on
the most popular show on Flungonian TV. The four squads are given below, followed
by the team selections and other details for each of the games.
See rules https://variablepig.org/rules/cccricket.html for instructions for how to supply
orders of the first 30 overs. As the game is being hand-GM'd conditionals can be used
and I will implement them as best as I can.
Whovian Supervillains

Manager: Steve Guest

Name
The Master
Azal
The Great Intelligence
The Nestene Consciousness
The Celestial Toymaker
Morbius
The Keeper of Traken(*)
Black Guardian
Davros
The Rani
Lady Cassandra
Blon Fel-Fotch Pasameer-Day Slitheen
Sil
Rassilon
Weng Chiang
Mavic Chen
Missy
Omega

Bat
22
25
24
22
20
21
18
21
22
21
21
15
16
8
11
9
11
7

Bowl
7
7
5
8
4
11
1
4
22
16
13
17
22
23
24
21
22
22

Type
med
fast
spin
spin
med
fast
fast
med
spin
fast
fast
fast
spin
spin
med
med
spin
fast

Field
6
5
6
1
4
1
5W
4W
4
1
4
3
1
3
6
6
5
6

*Steve reckons he must be more evil than he appears in the series.

The Commentators Nightmare

Manager: Jim Reader

Name
Chatmongkol Rueangthanarot
Thossawat Limwannasathian
Peeradon Chamratsamee
Pathompol Charoenrattanapirom
Phitiwat Sukjitthammakul
Surachai Jaturapattarapong
Charitha Mudiyanselage
Soufian Farid Ouédraogo
Efstathios Tavlaridis
Llanfairpwllgwyngyllgogerychwyrngogogoch
Taumatawhakatangi-hangakoauauotamateaturipukakapikimaunga-horonukupokaiwhen-uakitanatahu
Chargoggagoggmanchauggagoggchaubunagungamaugg
Tweebuffelsmeteenskootmorsdoodgeskietfontein
Azpilicuetagaraycosaroyarenberecolarrea
Äteritsiputeritsipuolilautatsijänkä
Pekwachnamaykoskwaskwaypinwanik
Venkatanarasimharajuvaripeta
Mamungkukumpurangkuntjunya Hill

Bat
24
25
23
19
21
20
22
19
22
21
17

Bowl
5
12
7
3
8
7
3
2
23
15
13

Type
fast
spin
spin
med
fast
spin
med
fast
fast
spin
fast

Field
2
3
4
1
5
5
6W
5W
3
2
4

18
14
8
7
9
3
10

21
20
24
24
23
22
19

med
med
fast
med
spin
spin
med

3
3
6
1
4
2
2
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Winter is Coming
Name
Jamie Lannister
Jon Snow
Cersei Lannister
Samwell Tarly
Stannis Baratheon
Eddard Stark
Bronn
Tyrion Lannister
Arya Stark
Ramsay Bolton
Brienne of Tarth
The Night King
Jorah Mormont
The Hound
Daenerys Targaryen
Petyr Baelish
The Mountain
Robert Baratheon

Strictly Cricketly
Name
Natasha Kaplinsky
Jill Halfpenny
Darren Gough
Chirs Hollins
Mark Ramprakash
Alesha Dixon
Tom Chambers
Harry Judd
Louis Smith
Abbey Clancey
Stacey Dooley
Kelvin Fletcher
Kara Tointon
Caroline Flack
Jay McGuinness
Ore Oduba
Joe McFadden
Bruce Forsyth
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Manager: Mike Townsend
Bat
21
26
23
21
22
20
22
22
19
19
21
17
15
11
5
3
4
6

Bowl
6
7
11
9
2
5
2
4
23
15
16
20
19
24
26
23
23
22

Type
med
med
fast
med
med
med
med
med
spin
fast
med
spin
fast
fast
spin
spin
fast
med

Field
5
6
2
4
2
4
6W
6W
6
1
4
6
2
5
1
2
6
1

Manager: John Walker
Bat
26
25
20
24
23
21
19
21
21
17
22
15
17
7
8
6
11
26

Bowl
6
5
7
10
10
7
3
1
22
15
16
19
20
21
25
22
23
6

Type
spin
med
spin
fast
med
med
spin
fast
med
spin
med
fast
med
fast
spin
med
spin
spin

Field
5
5
4
3
2
6
6W
5W
5
6
4
1
4
6
3
5
3
5

Semi-Final 1
Teams: The Commentators Nightmare versus Winter is Coming
Venue: Old Fartford
Pitch Conditions: Old Fartford is currently a "nice pitch for batting" all bowlers -1
Weather: Hot and dry (spin bowlers +1)
Toss: Winter is Coming won the toss and elected to bowl first
Commentators Nightmare: C Rueangthanarot (c), T Limwannasathian, P Chamratsamee, E Tavlaridis,
Llanfairpwllgwyngyllgogerychwyrngogogoch, C Mudiyanselage (w),
Chargoggagoggmanchauggagoggchaubunagungamaugg, Azpilicuetagaraycosaroyarenberecolarrea,
Äteritsiputeritsipuolilautatsijänkä, Pekwachnamaykoskwaskwaypinwanik,
Venkatanarasimharajuvaripeta
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Winter Is Coming: J Lannister, J Snow (c), C Lannister, S Baratheon, Bronn, T Lannister (w), A Stark, T
Night King, T Hound, D Targaryen, P Baelish

Semi-Final 2
Teams: Whovian Supervillains vs. Strictly Cricketly
Venue: The Jabber
Pitch Conditions: "uneven bouncer" fast bowlers +2, medium +1
Weather: "normal" (no modifiers).
Toss: Whovian Supervillains won the toss and elected to bowl first.
Strictly Cricketly: N Kaplinsky (c), J Halfpenny, C Hollands, M Ramprakash, A Dixon, T Chambers (w), L
Smith, C Flack, J McGuinness, O Oduba, J McFadden
Whovian Supervillains: T Master, T Nestene Consciousness, T Great Intelligence (c), Azal, Davros, T
Rani, B Guardian (w), Sil, Weng-Chiang, Rassilon, Omega

RAILWAY RIVALS - HS2 PRIVATE SECTOR (RR2446HS2) - ROUND 2
TGV and BUM continue to avoid the HS2 track whilst SHIRT and ZIPPY are
investing in some, but trying to stay out of debt.
Note that there is a river to the east of Worcester (Jim's orders assumed
there was) though the blue line is almost entirely covered by the red town
graphic. I have updated the in-game map.
Note also that I have interpreted 20% interest as 1 unit to pay per 5 owed
or part thereof (so 1-5 = 1, 6-10 = 2 etc.).
SHIRT
Michael Pargman
Blue

2a. [6] (Birmingham) = = M20 = M19; (Birmingham) - J20 - J19 - WOLVERHAMPTON
2b. [6] (M19) = = O18; (Birmingham) - J21 - J22 - I23 - I24
2c. [5] (I24) - - - I27 - H27 - Gloucester
BANK: 5 +6 -9(HS2 costs) -5(TGV, I27-H27) +2(ZIPPY, J19) = -1 (-1 interest) = -2

TGV
Jim Reader
Yellow

2a. [6] (P28) - - N29 - - L28 - - L26
2b. [6] (L26) - K26 - - - H27 - GLOUCESTER; (J26) - I26: (P23) - Coventry
2c. [5] (I26) --- WORCESTER - - F24
BANK: 22 +6 +6 +5(SHIRT, I27-H27) = 39

ZIPPY
Natalie Amery

2a. [6] (Crewe) - - - - F17 - - H18
2b. [6] (H18) - Wolverhampton - J19 - K20 - Birmingham; F10 = MANCHESTER
AIRPORT
2c. [5] (Preston) - E3 - - G4 - BURNLEY - I4
BANK: 24 +6 +6 -1(HS2 costs) -2(SHIRT, J19) = 33

Green
BUM
Arthur Owen
Red

2a. [6] (R16) - - - LEICESTER - R20 - - T21
2b. [6] (T21) - - - - - - Z24
2c. [5] (Z24) - - - - - Z29
BANK: 32 +6 = 38

A map showing the latest builds is available at https://variablepig.org/maps/rr/ingame/RR2446HS2.jpg
Thanks to Natalie for suggesting = to denote an HS2 build.
Rolls for Round 2: 2a) 6 2b) 6 2c) 5
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RAILWAY RIVALS - HONDURAS (RR2449HN) - ROUND 0
I used the "equitable start calculator" web page and it
gave a definitive answer...
Arthur gets Puerto Cortes
Bob gets Choluteca
Brad gets Catacamas
Michael gets Santa Barbara
Jim gets La Ceiba
Score = 13
Everyone got first choice of colour, though I'm not sure
everyone owns a silver pen.
Player: Arthur Owen
Company: RONDAS
Colour: Red
Start: Puerto Cortes

Player: Bob Gingell
Company: GTN (Guatemala To Nicaragua).
Colour: Black
Start: Choluteca

Player: Brad Martin
Name: BRR (Banana Republic Railways)
Colour: Blue
Start: Catacamas

Player: Michael Pargman
Name: SHIRT (Special Hondurian IRrational Trains)
Colour: Green
Start: Santa Barbara

Player: Jim Reader
Company Name: LLUVIA DE PECES (Luxurious Locomotives Usurp Vehicles In Agrarian Developments
Especially Powering Excitement, Charm, Enjoyment and Success) see
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lluvia_de_Peces
Colour: Silver
Start :La Ceiba

Rolls for round 1 are: 1a) 5 1b) 4 1c) 4

Railway Rivals South Downs Way (RR2346SDW) - GAMEEND STATEMENTS
A map showing the final lines is available at https://variablepig.org/maps/rr/ingame/RR2346SDW.jpg
Bob Gingell
The map makes it impossible for the western starters to get to the farther east and the eastern starters to
get to the farther west, which means that joint runs are needed. The main north to south railways split up
the map into 5 sections, with the three eastern sections further split by 2 rivers; with 15 towns and 3
specials in the farthest west section the players starting in Winchester have an advantage. The beauty
spots and country parks sometimes forced expensive detours, but some, particularly those in flat hexes,
are positioned in helpful places so got used again and again while others were not used at all.
I am not surprised that Roger scored poorly as he was seriously disadvantaged by not pushing west as
fast as he could early on, so he ended up having to cross hills that made his routes slower. I was surprised
that Brad did so much better than Jim as I thought that Jim's southern route looked good. However, the
eastern centre section with 10 towns and a special proved to be the key battleground and Brad
established a dominating presence there. I managed to get there but could not compete effectively with
Brad nor break into the cluster of 10 and 20 towns.
Congratulations to Brad for successful planning and a convincing win, and thanks to Richard for an
interesting and enjoyable map (although I would suggest a few changes to balance it a bit better between
west and east).
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Brad Martin
I’m rather surprised by the extent of my victory in this game, given that my network barely scratched the
east map. Must have been the bonuses for the 20s and 30s towns, and the joint-run races, so thank you
all, and to Richard for GMing and designing the map.
Roger Threthewey
Congratulations to (Brad) for a well constructed plan. I made a stupid beginner's mistake right at the
start which put Bob a hex ahead of me, and I never really recovered. It was a good map, once the teething
problems were sorted. Thanks to Richard for keeping it under control.
GM: Version 2 map with notes at https://variablepig.org/maps/rr/southdownswayrr.html

Railway Rivals Xanth 2.0 (RR2375XA2) - Round 12
In race 36 BREXIT braved the elements to get a shorter run than GREEN
and extend their lead. In race 37, GOBLIN's driver did not need to cast one
of the DRs bought last time as the dragon munched his mundane rivals
instead. For race 38, GREEN's unprotected train was sucked into the void
leaving BREXIT to all but wrap up victory, this confirmed with a one-pip
win over GOBLIN in race 39.
DST was the sole entrant for race 40. Both runners used their last EP spell
in race 41, won by GOBLIN who then lost to GREEN in race 42.
DST

38) Griffins (23) - Ogres (15)

39) Noname Key (66) - Vortex
(56)
40) Good Magician (43) Centaur Isle (Sp5)
41) Goblins (31) - Ogre-fenOgre (16)
42) South Village (53) - Compewters Cave (42)
Last Turn
Points from Races
Builds
Spells
Points Total

BREXIT

Steve Guest

Michael Pargman

DR=0 EP=0 MP=0

DR=0 EP=0 MP=0

DR=2 EP=0 MP=0

DR=2 EP=0 MP=0

36) Peace (35) - Birds (22)

GREEN] [RoM check not needed]

GOBLIN

Roger Trethewey

Red

37) Isle of Illusion (Sp3) Ivory Tower (65) [GAP DST and

GREEN

Arthur Owen

+4
0 [24]
-4 -1
TRAIN EATEN
+4

Green

10 [15]
-1 -4
0 [30]
+4 +4
TRAIN EATEN
0 [12]
-1 -2
TRAIN SUCKED
INTO VOID (P5)

+1
20 [23]
-3

169
21
0
0
190

Orange

Blue

20 [12 +EP]
+1
20 [25]
-4 +1
+1

20 [9 +EP]
-4 +2

10 [17 + MP]
-2 -1

20 [16 + MP]
+2
+3

+3 +1
20 [7]

20 [8 + EP]
-3 -2
10 [11]

10 [8 + EP]
+2 -1

278
34
0
0
312

264
51
0
0
315

304
74
0
0
378

A map showing the final lines is available at https://variablepig.org/maps/rr/ingame/RR2375XA2.jpg

Congratulations to Michael! Gameend statements welcome from all. No magic talent
required.
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Railway Rivals Xanth 2.0 (RR2390XA2) - Round 10
BADPUN's coffers are now overflowing with gold, almost as much as
his rivals' combined hoards. STORK NAKED had a very good round
though their spell supply did get depleted somewhat.
Race 22 was uncontested, whilst STORK NAKED narrowly won the
only three-way race in number 23. No dragon repellents were needed
but BADPUN's extra one will probably come in handy later. Race 24
was an easy win for BADPUN as was race 25 for STORK NAKED thanks
to a shortcut through the flames and deluge. The dragon again was out of luck until race 26 where BIEN's
train was gobbled up leaving a clear run for BADPUN. The dragon was repelled in race 27 allowing STORK
to fly off with 20 GPs. Finally in race 28 BIEN bagged some booty.
BIEN

Christian Bien
Orange

DR=0 EP=0 MP=0

19) Isle of View (Sp4) - South Village (53)

STORK NAKED

BADPUN

Jim Reader

Bob Gingell

DR=1 EP=0 MP=1

DR=3 EP=1 MP=2

Green

Black

no entrants

22) Dead Forest (54) - Centaur Isle (Sp6)
23) Gateway Castle (55) - Birds (22) [Gap
OK]

24) Centaur Isle (Sp5) - Good Magician
(44)
25) Castle Roogna (46) - Fen Village (21)
[Gap OK]

26) Peace (35) - Fauns (63) [Gap BIEN]
27) Mount Rushmost (61) - Tall Hassle
(13) [Gap STORK]
28) Dragons (33) - Ogres (15)

Last Turn
Points from Races
Builds
Spells
Points Total

20 [23]
0 [30]
-1 -2

10 [29]
-1
0 [22]
+3
TRAIN EATEN

20 [23 + EP]
+3 +2
10 [29]
-2
20 [19 +EP]
+1

10 [21 +EP]
-3 +1 (buy DR)
20 [23]
+2

20 [20]
-3
20 [32 +DR]
-2

+2

139
72
0
0
211

315
69
-4 +2
-4
378

20 [13]

189
29
0
0
218

Notes: Race 19 should have been reoffered last time.
All questions so far are summarised in a FAQ at https://variablepig.org/maps/rr/xanthrr.html.
Builds:
BADPUN: (Magic Dust Village) - - - South Village; (A66) - A65 [+2] (cost 4)

A map showing the latest builds is available at https://variablepig.org/maps/rr/ingame/RR2390XA2.jpg
The fifth set of races is:
29)
31)
33)
35)

Good Magician (43) - Noname Key (66)
30) Mount Parnassus (62) - South Village (53)
Ogre-fen-Ogre (16) - Magic Dust Village (52)
32) North Village (24) - Mundania (Sp1)
Goblins (31) - Castle Roogna (45)
34) North Village (25) - Black Village (12)
Flies (34) - Isle of View (Sp4)
plus reoffer: 19) Isle of View (Sp4) - South Village (53)

Enter up to 4 of the new races, plus the reoffered race 19, and build up to 2 points of track.
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Railway Rivals - Bolivia (RR2406BO) - Round 7
With race 1 not connected, race 2 was the first to be run with a dead
heat between GREEN and CHE, and MONOPOL way behind. In race
3 GREEN had a gimme, and race 4 was even shorter, with EVO
requiring only one roll to CHE's two. Race 5 had three very different
lines with MONOPOL's trek across the Andes just beating GREEN's
more sensible circumvention of the range. In race 6 there was
nothing to choose between CHE and MONOPOL's lines, the latter
losing out by one pip. And finally race 7 saw GREEN the only
company to take passengers to Santa Cruz.
Note that I stuck with default 10 points for track rather than 12 which is more usual for larger maps. This
did give CHE a tricky choice.
EVO

Bard Martin
Blue

1) Trinidad (25) - Cobija (11)
2) Cochabamba (35) Ascencion de Guarayos (51)
3) Montero (41) - Concepcion
(52)
4) Peru (Sp3) - La Paz (33)

MONOPOL

Green

Yellow

Jim Reader

CHE

Bob Gingell
Red

Race not possible
15 [15]
-4
20 [5]
+1

0 [26]
+6 +4
10 [10]
-1

20 [4]
+3

5) Camiri (62) - Caranavi (16)
+4 +1 +4
6) Paraguay (Sp6) - Villazon
(63)
7) San Borja (24) - Santa Cruz
(42)
Last Turn
Points from Races
Builds
Points Total

GREEN

Roger Trethewey

10 [28]
-3 -4 -4

20 [28]
+3 -1 +3
10 [11]
+3 -4

20 [16]
-4
83
32
-10 +6 -1
110

70
45
-10 -1 -1 -1 +1 +1
104

15 [17]
-6

10 [6]
-3
0 [33]
-3 -4 +4
20 [11]
-3 +4
+4

54
53
-10 +1 -1 -1
96

47
38
-10 +1 +1 +1
78

Builds:
CHE: (G17) - - - - --- G12 - - Puerto Heath; (F11) - F10 (cost 10)
GREEN: (T34) - - T36 - U37 --- U38; (T36) --- S37 - S38 (cost 10 -1 MONOPOL U38, -1 CHE U37, -1 CHE S38)
MONOPOL: (Concepcion) - B65 - B66 - - - E68 - - San Jose de Chiquitos; (E68) - - G69 - G70 (cost 10 -1
GREEN B65, -1 GREEN G70)
EVO: (San Borja) - - - N19; (Puerto Heath) --- - - - E7 - COBIJA (+6) (cost 10 -1 CHE N19)

A map showing the latest builds is available at https://variablepig.org/maps/rr/ingame/RR2406BO.jpg
The second set of races is:
1) Trinidad (25) - Cobija (11) held over, plus
8) Magdelena (23) - Argentina (S4)
10) Guayaramerin (13) - Potosi (46)
12) San Jose de Chiquitos (54) - Brazil S (S2)
14) Santa Cruz (43) - Oruro (34)

9) Villa Montes (65) - Cochabamba (36)
11) Uyuni (61) - Rurrenabaque (21)
13) San Matias (55) - Peurto Heath (14)

Enter up to 4 new races, plus the held over race 1, and build up to 8 points of track
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Postal Only Connect
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Only_Connect
The game is played over three postal turns. In each of these there
is activity in all four of the rounds that comprise the TV show. Any
number can play, and players can join late but will be assumed to
have scored zero in the previous turn(s).
The TV show is famed for being one of the hardest quizzes on TV. In the postal game players have a long
time to think about the questions, and research is permitted, so the questions will be difficult and search
engines may help a bit, but not give away the answer.

Round 1: Connections
In this round, players must identify the connection between four clues.
Turn 1 - the first two are revealed (3pts for guessing)
Turn 2 - the third one is revealed (2pts for guessing)
Turn 3 - the fourth one is revealed (1pt for guessing)

There will be four questions, one of which is pictures (no music question in the postal version).

Round 2: Sequences
In this round, players must work out what comes fourth in a sequence of four clues.
Turn 1 - the first one is revealed (5pts for guessing)
Turn 2 - the second one is revealed (3pts for guessing)
Turn 3 - the third one is revealed (2pts for guessing)

There will be three questions, one of which is pictures.
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Round 3: Connecting Wall

I the postal game, everyone gets the same one wall and solves it together. There are 16 squares each
containing a word, name or very short phrase. There are four categories / connections and four squares
belonging to each category, but beware, as with the TV show there will be red herrings to trap you.
Turn 1 - One of the 16 squares is selected and players must get the other three squares of the group to
which it belongs, and the connection, 1 point for each.
Turn 2 - Regardless of whether or not anyone gets the first group, it is revealed. Then one of the
remaining 12 squares is selected and players must get the other three squares of the group to which it
belongs, and the connection, 1 point for each.
Turn 3 - Regardless of whether or not anyone gets the second group, it is revealed. Then with 8 squares
left, players must get the remaining 2 groups of 4 and their connections, for up to 4 points. Shields can be
used for extra "strikes* at this point. Players earn a bonus of 2 points for getting everything right.

Round 4: Missing Vowels
In this round the questions are in the form of a phrase to decode with all the vowels removed. A "theme"
is given with the question.

Turn 1 - three questions with a common theme, 1 point for each correct, -1 point if wrong
Turn 2 - another three questions with a common theme, 1 point for each correct, -1 point if wrong
Turn 3 - another three questions with a common theme, 1 point for each correct, -1 point if wrong

Notes
•

•
•

Players each have three shield tokens. When a shield is played it allows the player to guess again
next time on a connection or sequence (otherwise excluded from that question when incorrect),
have extra goes on the wall or guess on a missing vowels question without losing a point if wrong.
The winner is the player with the most points, there is no tie-break so it can be a draw.
The GM is encouraged to make dry witty comments but not rude jokes about Michael Portillo.
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SPACEFILLER CROSSWORD

Connecting
Wall
Crossword
by
Richard
Smith
2020

Across
1 [t3] Couple bin a bug spread by fleas (7,6)
8 [t4] Crazy horse blacksmith (7)
9 Organisation in Dr. Who in which one makes jumpers?
(4)
11 Sound from gold by rainbow star (5)
12 Sid goes back to underworld city (3)
13 [t1] Fitness centre with frenetic routine (8)
15 [t1] Picture nitrogen symbolically with this? (6)
17 Odin's wife as played by Russo (6)
21 [t2] They were clutching at straws (9)
24 Rock down under (5)
25 ___ Sharples, character from UK TV show Coronation
Street (3)
26 In UK parliament, voters against a motion (4)
28 [t2] Like a zine editor they published images and words
(5,7)
31 Supply with drug joke (5)
34 Note about (2)
35 World domination game (4)
36 Band seen at wedding (4)
38 [t1] Pounced, we hear (6)
40 [t3] Cause of death: Injected by endless bleach (5)
41 Yellow substance made from curried bream (5)
43 ___ Speedwagon, US rock group (3)
44 Mountain goat wrongly thought to be a deer on
Millionaire (4)
45 [t3] Little teletubby gets a kiss (8)

Like the
connecting
wall on
Only
Connect,
there are
four
themes
each
containing
four clues
marked
[t1], [t2],
[t3] and
[t4].
The
remaining
clues are a
mixture of
standard
cryptic and
general
knowledge
style.
Down
2 Biscuit made from oxygen and 43 (4)
3 ___ Khan cricketer turned prime minister (5)
4 [t2] Tried in absentia? (9,4)
5 Spanish architect who liked clashing colours? (5)
6 Inventor of light bulb, allegedly (6)
7 [t2] They made moving pictures (4)
8 [t4] Let there be Latin (4)
10 Trent's industrial unit (3)
14 Pasta sauce made from student magazine and
uranium (4)
16 ___, ___Novel by Piers Anthony (4)
17 Countdown from Europe (5)
18 Panic ___, movie starring Jodie Foster (4)
19 [t4] Shakespearian lover preceded by a t1 in the
auditorium (9)
20 [t1] Deep space barman with charm? (5)
21 [t4] Maria set off (8)
22 Spectral colour seen in Puerto Rico (6)
23 Nerds dressing up in jocular play (4)
27 Famous TV dog, who was often told to get down (4)
29 Container for t'emails? (3,3)
30 Letter best stripped (2)
32 Life force or geeky TV quiz (2)
33 The Man From ___, 1960s TV show (5)
37 [t3] Helpers (4)
39 Cover returning fool (4)
42 Black ___, official who opens UK parliament (3)
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Jim Reader is the editor. Richard Smith does the printing and distribution from the UK and maintains the
Variable Pig website https://variablepig.org. The site holds back issues, game rules and RR/BB maps. There is
also a Mailing List primarily to notify readers of new issues, which is now hosted on the VP web server. To
(un)subscribe go to https://variablepig.org/mailman/listinfo/piggers_variablepig.org.

PIG WAITING LISTS
PUERTO RICO – Brad Martin and John Marsden. 1 – 3 more wanted for new game (Polar Pig).
RAIL BARON (Colorado Map) – Jon Carter, Arthur Owen, Brad Martin and Ian Owen. 1 more wanted. (Polar
Pig)
BROTHERHOOD – Richard Smith, Mike Townsend, Brad Martin and John Walker. 2 more wanted (Polar Pig)
HARE AND TORTOISE – Game start inside. (Polar Pig)
RAILWAY RIVALS – Jim’s new Burkina Faso Map. Richard Smith, Bob Gingell, Christian Bien, Brad Martin,
Roger Trethewey and Michael Pargman. 2 more wanted (Polar Pig)
DICE FORGE – New Game. Kev Lee, John Walker and Richard Smith. 1 more wanted (Polar Pig)
ORIGINS OF WWI – Arthur Owen, Brendan Whyte, John Marsden (on-the-shelf)
BREAKING AWAY – Jim Reader, Richard Smith, Steve Ham, Chris Hibbert, Roger Trethewey. 1 more needed
(on-the-shelf)
WHERE IN THE WORLD IS KENDO NAGASAKI? - anyone can join in (on-the-shelf)
THE GREAT BRAIN ROBBERY – reoffered boardgame conversion. 4-6 wanted (Celestial SL)
FEUDALITY – new boardgame conversion – Jim Reader, Bob Pitman. 1 or 2 more wanted (Celestial SL)
ONLY CONNECT – new all reader TV show conversion, will run if at least 3 people express interest, rules
inside (Celestial SL)
CRYSTAL BALL 2021 – All reader sports prediction game – enter now! (Celestial SL)
NRICH CENTRAL – anyone can join in (Here Be Dragons)
BLIND TRIBUTE – Richard Smith. 2 more players wanted (Here Be Dragons)
RACECRAFT – Richard Smith, 4-7 more players wanted (Here Be Dragons)

THE DEADLINE FOR VARIABLE PIG (CASERTANA) is Friday 19th February 2021

The Casertana is an ancient, Italian breed of Pig, often depicted in Roman frescoes and sculptures. It is a hairless breed
with two lacinias (jowls) below the neck. It is a big breed that produces large amounts of fat. They are rustic and excellent at
grazing and dark in colour. .
https://www.livestockoftheworld.com/pigs/Breeds.asp?BreedLookupID=2080&SpeciesID=12&Screenwidth=1200

